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MOTHER’S BEST”
BREAD

Only 12c per Large Loaf
Nothing but the Very Best of Material Used

All taw materials are cheaper, hence the Drop in the
Price of Bread from 15 cents to

t2 CENTS FOR LARGE LOAF OF THIS
WHOLESOME BREAD
NEW YORK BAKERY

ROCKLAND, ME.

I

Subscription $3 0# per year [ankle IB ad
vance; single copies three cents.
Advertising ntse baaed upon drculatlca sad
very reasonable.
Communication* upon topic* ot general Inter
est are solicited.
Entered at tbe postofflee la Rockland tor cir
culation at second-class postal rates.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday sad Sat
urday morning, (com 489 Main Street, Rock
land, Mains
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Tbe Rockland Oaaette was established In
1148. In 1874 the Courier waa eetabllshed,
and conaolldated with the Gaxette In 1882.
The Tree Preaa was established la 1855, and
In 1881 changed lie name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March IT. 1187.
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Generally we obtain very surely and —
* very speedily what we are not too •»
— anxious to obtain—Rouaaeau.

I

HERE THIS WEEK

ALSO AT ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORPORATION’S
NORTHEND STORE

Veteran’s Bureau Ready To
Attend To ex-Service Men's
Claims.
A group of specialists from the
newly organized Veterans' Bureau,
consisting of medical examiners, com
pensation and insurance men, and vo
cational training men, is in Rockland
this week with headquarters at the
C. A. C. armory.
It is very much desired to have all
ex-service men and women who have
any claim against the United States
Government to present themselves to
this board between Oct. 11 and 14 in
clusive. Compensation cases will be
120-130speedily attended to, insurance claims
adjusted, applicants hospitalized if
necessary, and applications for voca
tional training passed upon.
Transportation, meals and lodging
if necessary will be furnished those
applicants residing in the immediate
vicinity of Rockland.
Kindly forward at once to Dr.
Laughlin, Wiscasset, Maine, the names
and addresses of those in your locality
who should take advantage of this op
portunity. All names and addresses
must be in before Oct. 14. In event
that the applicant is not physically
able to appear before this board, kind
ly notify Mr. Laughlin of the same.
If this does not apply to you look
around and report in at once the name
und address of any ex-swice man
that you happen to knowfy and who
needs the attention of these represent
atives of the Veterans’ Bureau.

I. L. SNOW CO.
MACHINISTS, STEAM FITTERS, BOILER
MAKERS, ACETYLENE WELDERS. AUTO
MOBILE REPAIRS, FORD BLOCKS RE

BORED.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

SEARSMONT
Owing to the short hay crop many
farmers will dispose of their thin cat
tle this fall. AV. M. LITTLE CO.,
Rockland, are buying such stock for
'anners.—adv.
120-121
Catarrh, an excessive secretion from an In
flamed mucous membrane. Is radically and
permanently cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla —ad.

DELIVERIES IN ANY
QUANTITY

;

of lumber in any length, width
or thickness for any purpose
whatever—thats’ the offer wa
make you today. We must have
ample stocks of seasoned, meas
ured timbers in our yards to be
able to meet such a broad offer.
We have! And our prices will
save you money. Ask us for
estimates.

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Musto Turp
A Mustard and Turpantine Ointment
for Congestion, Aches, Paine and In
flammation. At all Druggists. Price
26c, to any address.
PRIE8T DRUG CO., Bangor, Mo.

PRETTY
BEAD

NECKLACES

IVERYTHING
FOR THE
.HARVEST,

621

kwni iSuyby the

OREL E. DAVIES

name and
/avoid mistakes

At Harvest Time When Every Day Counts

10«tf

WE ARE SATISFIED
with a small profit on one pair

the proper tools count K & W tools are essential.

t

They are dependable:—Embody most advanced

harvesting ideas.

, •

.

Our 176 Page Book on Things Agricultural is a big help.
Send for a copy. It’s free. Ask your deader for K & W
goods. Write us; if none in your town.

Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Me. —
"

1858

TIME TO THINK OF WINTER WORK SUPPLIES.

I

North
National NI
Bank

SCHOOL SHOES
$1.75, $2, $2.25,$2.50 $3
According to size
Every Pair Warranted

Women’s 10 in. high cut
Brown Vici Kid Lace
Boots,
$4.00
SIXTY SEVEN year* ago, tho founders of

Felt Slippers,

$1.25

The NORTH NATIONAL BANK eetabliihed

its policies along progressive but safe lines.
The Bank’s adherence to such policies is

assurance of its stability, and of the confi

dence reposed in it by its depositors.

OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS FROM 7 UNTIL 9

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

1921

North National Bank
Rockland,

Maine

Boston Shoe Store
SS7 Main SL, Rockland, Main#
EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

MOVING

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

1854

MEN’S WORK SHOES
Solid Leather, $1.98

3 Auto Trucks for moving
and long distance hauling of
all kinds.
We move you anywhere in
New England.
You save
Crating, Time and Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.
Tal. 219.

Union St., ROCKLAND
120-tf
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“UNKNOWN”

Volume 76.........

MISSIONARY WORKERS HERE

BACK FROM INDIANA

Burial of American Soldier
Department Commander But
Annual
Convention
of
New
England
Branch
Brings
To
Will Be Great Event On
ler Attended Grand Army
Rockland Many Prominent Men and Women.
Armistice Day.
Encampment—Some of the
Incidents.

Washington, Oct. 8.—Thousands oi
persons In New York, Chicago and San
Francisco may hear President Hard
ing’s speech at the burial of the un
known American soldier at Arlington,
Nov. 11, if the local arrangements
can be made to assemble them within
range of sound ampiflen to be instaled by American telephone and
telegraph engineers.
In the threF"
cities, If audiences can be assembled
in clear spaces where there Is quiet
and where there would be no disturb
ing echoes, it Is entlre'y possible that
a million persons could be placed to
hear the speech. It will be the first
time anything on so large a scale has
been attempted In public, but experi
ments by Bell engineers between the
three cities have demonstrated that
the results will be in keeping with the
solemnity and historic importance of
the occasion. Across the continent
numbers of skilled engineers will act
as operatives for tihe successful am
plification of the President's voice.
The lAud speakers to be used are not
commercial devices but are the product
of the ingenuity of the telephone en
gineers, and are to be used for public
purposes Wherever they can be of
the greatest benefit
The facilities Were offered to
President Hording more than a month
ago by Albert E. Berry, president of
the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone
Company, as a part of the nation's en
tertainment for the delegates to- the
conference on the Usnitaion of arma
ments. When it waa decided that the
keynote of the conference would be
sounded in the funeral sen-ices of the
unknown soldier on Armistice Day, the
matter was tigned over to the Secre
tary of War. and details for the per
fection of the plan were worked out
by the General Staff In connection with
the telephone engineers.
• • • •

The 52d annual convention of the Fields, Mrs. Mary Carr Curtis; Rep
Department Commander E. A. ifSt
New England Branch of the Woman's resenting Japan, Miss Frances Mc
Foreign Missionary Society of the Intyre; Representing Malaysia, Miss ler arrived home Thursday from In
Sloh Ging Pong; Representing India,
Methodist Episcopal Church was con Dr. Bell Allen; A Picture of China’s dianapolis, where he has been at
vening when The Courier-Gazette Need;, of Teachers, Miss Faye Robin tending the 55th national encampment
went to press this forenoon, and gave son; of Evangelists (The. Supreme of the Grand Army. He says that the
promise of being a large gathering, as Call), Mrs. A. L. Golisch; of Doctors, event was favored by excellent weath
Mies Ruth Ho; Solo, Mrs. W. H. Arm
reden^Ug had been issued to about strong; Education in Korea, Miss M. er, and was a success from every
180 delegates. Many of the visitors English; 3.15 Young Peope’s Work standpoint. Protection of Memorial
arrived on the afternoon train yester (Demonstration), Mrs. A. L. Lamont; Day from commercialism and conse
Offering;
4.00 Bene cration of the day to the memory of
day followed in their down east jour Hymn 639;
4.30 the Roldiers of all the nation’s wars
ney by a drizzling rain storm, which diction, Rev. B. W. Russell:
should be an aim of the*Grand Army
was certainly not a pleasing accom Children’s Rally, Mi's. I. H. Packard
of the Republic and its allied organ
paniment to the long trip which had assisted by Miss Nuzum; Other Lands
izations. Commander-In-Chief Wil
been made by those who came from In Song anil Story by Missionaries In
liam A. Ketcham declared In his ad
Costume; 6.00 Supper.
the far corners of New England.
dress at the first business session of
Wednesday Evening
From out of an atmosphere of
the 55th annual encampment. Fail
dampness and chill the delegates stepped
Anniversary; 7.00 Musical Half Hour, ure to protect the day from desecra
into the cosy rooms of the Methodist Mrs. L. N. Llttlehale, Mrs. W. H. Arm
vestry, where they found a most cor strong: 7.30 Scripture and Prayer, tion will be a reprouch to the Grand
Army, Its leader said.
dial welcome upon the part of the Rev. E. V. Allen; Hast Maine Contri
Revival of the Ku Klux Kian was
local committee headed by Mrs. S. H. bution to Mexico, Miss Estelle Ritchie;
Rogers and Mrs. H. A. DUnton, with Presentation of "The Country Which condemned by Commander Ketcham
Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham as chairman Awaits Her;” (Stereopticon Slides) along with other organizations. While
the Grand Army has scant infiuenco
of the hospitality committee and Mrs.
in the state in which tho Kian was
David S. Beach. Their efforts were
incorporated the commander declared
supplemented by the genial presence
the G. A. R. "should see to It that any
and valuable assistance of the pastor,
organization with «o offensive and dis
Rev. Eugene V. Allen, and other loyal
credited a name should not be per
hurch workers. The registration was
mitted to invade state lines where wo
handled expeditiously by Mrs. H. V.
still have influence and strength.
Tweedle.
We ought to set our faces like
Supper was served in the vestry,
flint,"
said Commander Ketcham,
onder the direction of Mrs. Austin W.
“against all the evils ot the modern
Smith, and was followed at 7.30 by an
day that are threatening—Bolshevism,
informal reception to the conference
I. W. W.lsm, anarchy. Ku Klux Kians
ind district officials, which proved to
—whatever their name may be—that
be a happy event of the get-together
tend to throw a blight on the failsort.
name of the land that we saved and
The following officers of the New
still love."
England branch were In attendance
Death has taken a heavy toll of tho
when the convention opened this
Grand Army members during the last
morning:
year, thecommandcr said, having taken
President—Mrs. F. H.
Morgan,
two past eommanders-ln-chlef, 45 past
Wollaston, Mass.
department commanders, the assistant
Mrs. Charles Parkhurst (whose hus
ndjutant general, three members of
band was long editor of Zion's Herald),
the council of administration and 9,281
■first vice president.
of the members.
Mrs. Robert Raymond, Newton Cen
President Harding and his Cabinet tre, Mass., second vice president.
Through streets packed solid with
will go afoot up Pennsylvania avenue
ting waving, shouting citizens, the
Mrs. Mary Carr Curtis, Boston, cor
at the head of the funeral cortege of responding secretary.
Grand Army paraded, arousing as
the unknown soldier. By Presidential
ORtch patriotic enthusiasm as If It
Mrs. C. Edmund Nell, Boston, re
proclamation the business and pleas cording secretary.
were an army on Ils way to war. At
night the comrades werp weary und
ure of the nation will stand at rest two
Miss Sophronia B. Rich, Newton,
minutes on that day In tribute to the Mass., treasurer.
Mrs. Mary Carr Curlis of Boston, Cor sought the benches and rest places
dead going to hls last rest in the
responding Secretary, and Member provided for them through the down
Miss Clementina Butler, Providence,
peaceful Virginia hills that look down secretary of Home Base.
town district but the veterans had
of National Committee.
across the Potomac on the nation's
marched jauntily, trumping In step
Mrs. A. P. Sharp, Boston, secretary
capitol.
with the music of wur drums and fifes.
it special work
The cheering started with the ap
Not since President Wilson led a
Mrs. William L. Snow, Brookline, Miss C. Butler; Solo, "Still, Still with
preparedness mar<h up the great Mass., superintendent of literature.
Thee” (Hall); Mrs. W. H. Armstrong; proach of the Old Guard at the head
avenue In 1916, has (Wd Chief Exe
Mrs. A. L. Lamont, Somerville, Mass., 8.15 "The Value of the Foreign Move cf the column. These veterans, mus
cutive appeared afoot hr any parade superintendent of Young People’s de ment to the Home Field,” Rev. Homer tered from Columbus and Newark, O,
in the capital and never previously has partment.
E. Wark; Offering; Benediction, Rev. marched with equipment and : .ties,
keeping perfect alignment and orderly
any President set for himself so long
Mrs. I. H. Packard. Boston, superin E. V. Allen;
files. The Purdue University band foil
a trip as President Harding will un tendent of Junior department.
Thursday Morning
lowed the Old Guard and swung Into
dertake. He will walk to the Viaduct
Mrs. Morgan, the president of the
9.30
Devotional
Service,
Mrs.
A.
G.
place alongside the reviewing stand.
bridge, a distance of several miles.
New England Branch of the Women's
Goddard;
Minutes,
Mrs.
C.
Eamund
Then came the veterans In six divi
The War Department announced the Foreign Missionary Society, is a
make-up of the military escort which Maine woman. She has been very Neil; Collection of Ballots; Needs of sions.
the
Foreign
Fields
for
1922,
Mrs.
M.
C.
Lewis 8. Pilcher of Brooklyn was
will precede the gun carriage on which very prominent in missionary circles
the casket is carried. In addition to of greater Boston; has served for many Curtis; Obligations of the Home Field, elected commander-ln-chief and Des
Miss
C.
Butler;
Singing
by
the
Mis

Moines, la., was selected as the next
the regular sailors and marines, a pro years as president of Boston district
visional battalion of New York and and as tithing secretary for the New sionaries; Offering; 12.00 Appropri convention city.
Pennsylvania National Guard will England Branch. At an early age ations and Prayer Service, Mrs. F. W.
Porter H. Adams of Boston, who was
share In the honors to the dead com Mrs. Morgan engaged in the evangelis Garter; 12.20 Office Secretary’s Re
rade. Under Army regulations the
tic field, and for several years gave port on Share Plan and Press Work, connected with the Naval Training
cort will be that provided for the her entire time to that work, princi Miss M. D. Hodges; 12.30 Benediction, Station, In the capacity of secret serv
ice agent, during the World War, was
highest military rank of the service pally In the States of Maine and New Rev. J. H. Gray; 12.40 Lunch.
a general.
Hampshire. Mrs. Morgan is the wife
a week-end visitor In the city, and
Thursday Afternoon
The department made public the Hat of F. H. Morgan, field agent for the
2.00 Hymn and Prayer, Rev. W. S. registered at the Thorndike. He was
or non-commissioned and warrant offi Zion’s Herald, is of a commanding Rounds;
China as I Have Seen It, accompanied from Portland by H. R.
cers who will actually bear the cas presence and a fluent speaker.
Miss Faye Robinson; Unusual Things Mullen.
Miss Clementina Butler, base sec a Missionary Has to Do, Miss Frances
ket to and from the caisson on which
the last stage of the Journey will be retary, was born In India. She has McIntyre: The Churoh Movement in
spent seven years tn Mexico, has since Korea,
made. They are:
Miss Marguerite English; YOUR FAVORITE POEM
• • • •
been two years In India and visited Hymn 614: ‘ Offering;
3.15 Nomi
Whatever your occupation may be and how
Sergeant Samuel Woodfin, Thirtieth mission fields of all denominations. nation of Conference Und District Of
crowded your hours with affairs, do not
Recruit Company, Fort Thomas, Ken Miss Butler's escape in disguise, after ficers; 3.45 Business and Minutes; ever
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
tucky. who has served in the Army staying alone to protect students of 4.00 Consecration Service, Mrs. C. for refreshment of your Inner life, with a hit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
since 1901, reaching the rank of cap one of the Methodist schools, in the Parkhurst; 4.30 Adjournment.
tain during the war and promptly re- troubled days preceding the occupa
• • • •
r
< OCTOBER
----12. 1492.
enlisting after the war. He was se tion of Vera Cruz, is a thrilling tale.
The corresponding secretary of the
(For The Courier-Gazette ]
Mrs. Raymond, the second vice pres New England Branch, Mrs. Mary Carr
verely wounded In France and among
goes with greatness must walk
hls many decorations wears the Medal ident, is the wife of one of Massachu Curtis of Boston, who is also a mem Who comrade
a
lowly
way,
setts' Supreme Court Judges,
of Honor.
ber of the national executive commit Must follow humble footsteps, at the wayside
• e « .
shrine must pray;
Sergeant
Harry
Taylor,
headtee of the society, secretary of Its ed
quartes troops First Cavalry, Douglas
This forenoon’s session was given ucational committee and chairman of Must drink a draught of sorrow, must eat Life's
bitter bread;
Arl, serving Ms sixth enlistment with over to a general discussion of con the committee on foreign students. Must know the stinging sneer and scorn and
the cavalry and cited for gallantry in ference and district problems in the She Is responsible for the appropria
pride's averted head.
course of which the delegates were tion of $105,000 pledged by New Eng
the Meuse-Argonne action.
So
walked
Columbus bravely, nor faltered, for
told
graphically
about
the
Branch
"en

Sergeant Thomas ■ D.
Saunders,
land Branch, also for the missionary
he knew
Company A, Second Engineers, Camp gine,” and how the "wheels turned." candidates and the general correspond ’Twas God that sent the vision of the ocean
wide and blue,
Travis, Tex, also wounded overseas Departmental conferences are planned ence with the eighteen foreign coun
Whereon a track of glory due westward trailed
and decorated with the Distinguished for this afternoon. Holy Communion tries where the society is at work.
away.
will be administered by the district
Service Cross for gallantry.
Mrs. Curtis, who is now head of the The goldeu sunset road that caJled him night
and day.
Sergeant Louis Rasa, 52d Coast Ar superintendent, Rev. J. H. Gray, for Foreign Missions department, Boston
tillery, Camp Eustis, Virginia, also mer pastor of tbe Rockland church, University School of Religious Educa
He
passed
where fields of grain were with the
and Rev. Thomas Whiteside, and the tion, was five years a missionary in
wounded In action overseas.
harvest white,
Staff Sergeant James W. Dell, 15th local pastor, Rev. Mr. Allen.
Malaysia, founding the Taipeng Girls Along the road where home Area "flickered In
the night;
At 6 p. m. there will be a young School there. For seven years she was
Field Artillery, Camp Travis, Texas
where bloomy vineyards were pur
veteran of long service <vlth the guns people’s banquet, followed by a young national student secretary for the so He passed
pling in the sun.
people's rally, at which Mrs. A. L. Ia- ciety, visiting colleges and universities And by the high, cold mountain peaks whose
and cited for gallantry In France.
mont will preside. Mrs. W. H. Arm In all parts of the United States; orig
robes the mists have spun.
From the Navy will oome:
Chief Torpedo Man James Delaney strong Is the soloist of the convention inating the now widespread Sister
He
heeded
not their beckoning hand, the wel
He wears a Navy Cross for conspicu md Mrs. L. N. Llttlehale has charge College Movement and the Isabella
come that they gave,
ous gallantry, amd was taken prisoner of the special music.
Hls
mind
was
fixed forever upon that restless
Thoburn Auxiliary among college
wave
The program for Wednesday and women.
by tbe Germans when the steamship
Where
trailed
a
path of glory due westward In
Campana was sunk by the U-61, but Thursday follows:
its gleam,
refused any Information to the enemy
Wednesday Morning
Tho
golden
sunset
road that called him In his
Schooner Henrietta Whitney is at
dream!
In the face of the repeated threats of
9.30 devotions, Mrs. M. G Bailey; ihe South Railway receiving a new
death.
9.45 Seating of Delegates; Appoint foremast and various other repairs.
He stood mid kings and courtiers and pleaded
CMef Wafer Tender Charles Leo ment of Committees; Press—Enroll
for the lands,
Whose
people sunk In darkness begged light
O'Connor, of eight years’ service afloat ment—Resolutions; Report of Nomi
The charge for publishing a Card of Thanks
from Christian hands;
and awarded a decoration for heroism nating Committee for Executive Board, Is 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.
He
stood
among the schoolmen and told them
Pcetry published with an obituary is charged
when the U. S, S. Mount Vernon was Miss L R. Potter; for Standing Com
of the way
for at 10 cents a line.
torpedoed.
That
led
to wider knowing and to a broader
mittees, Mrs. G. F Nlnde; 10.00 Young
day;
Gunnery Sergeant Ernest A. Jam- People’s Work. Mrs. A. L. Lamont;
son,Marine Corps, who has served one 10.20 Children’s Work. Mrs. I. H.
He walked ht rough crowded streets, where even
army enlistment and three in the Packard; 10.40 Special Work, Mrs.
children smiled
To see the dreamer pass, lost In a vision wild.
Marines and fought overseas with the A. P. Sharp; 11.00 Report of Homo
Foot—fitted ........................ $2.00
He
heeded not their Jeering I He saw before
49th Company, Fifth Marines, was Base, Misa C. Butler; Treasurer’s Re
him roll
Half Cord .... -.................... $7.00
severely wounded and wears the Con
The broad, bright path that called him and
port, Miss S. B. Rich; 11.25 Victory
answered with hls soul:
gresslonal Medal of Honor alnd other Hour; 12.00 Quiet Hour. Mrs. C. O.
American and French Decorations for Mills; Hymn 633;
DRY HARD WOOD
Offering;
12.10
“’twas God that sent the vision; hls errands
gallantly.
never fall I
Literature and Library Work, Mrs.
Foot, $2.00.
Half Cord, $7.00
The body will come direct to Wash W. L. Snow; 12.25 Benediction, Rev.
Some day upon that liquid road shall strain the
waiting
aalll"
ington Navy Yard from France. The B. P. Browne; 12.30 Lunch.
War Department has ruled that there
DRY
SOFT
WOOD
He
stood
upon
his deck where coward fear
Wednesday Afternoon
shall be no other ceremony but the
crouched low
2.00
Hymn
and
Prayer,
Rev.
O.
W.
And waited for the moment to strike the das
Nation's tribute in the Nation’s
Foot, $1.50.
Half Cord, $5.50
tard’s blow;
capitol. When the cruiser Olympia Stuart; 2.15 Our Work in Foreign
But hls firm eye never wavered, hls stout heart
completes her mission, the casket will
never quailed,
FREE DELIVERY
For upon the unknown waters he knew God
be carried at night to the vast rotunda
with him sailed.
of the Capitol to lie in state with a full
SOUTH END
military guard of honor through the
“Due west!” he gave the order and pointed to
tli© sun,
night of November 10, under the great
WOOD YARD
“Due west along that shining track until the
dome.
land be won I"
OLD LUDWIG BLOCK
C. F. PRESCOTT, Manager
And the carved bows cut the crystal through
the darkness of the night,
Telephone 462-J.
Till “Land ahead!" was shouted and or the
Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
120-lt
Even a Parrot
shores a light I

BIRCH EDGINGS

FOR SALE

can Uf “just as rood." but ho won’t
know whst he is talking shout. For
PILES, there's nothing "just os good"
aa REM-OLA.
That’s our belief.
Write for FREE SAMPLE—prove it
to your own satisfaction.

To be removed from lot
Inquire of

HENRY THAYER A CO., Inc.

Mrs. R. J. McKenzie

Established 1847
CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON. MASS.

120*122

A Fair Offer. Accept It

0 Pilot of the millions that Columbia calls her
own,
Brave Admiral, we salute thee, who kept the

Wo extend a cordial invitation to
faith alone I
anyone suffering with catarrh to call For with that staunch brave keeping our land
from
sea to sea
and see Hyomel. We will refund the
In the balance and waited word
money If Hyomel does not relieve. All Was hanging
from thee I
Druggists.—adv,
__ _
Anna X. Coughlin.

Tags Twe
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THE "SUN” IN SUNDAY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Di. Crofts Denounces Some
Things Which He Believes
Eclipses It.

Rockland, Maine, Oct, 11, 1921
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
baih declares that he la pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of Oct. 8,
1921. there was printed a total ot 5,960 copies
Before uie,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

ic====

■ -'-a

This year marks the 600th anni
versary of the birth of the Italian
poet Dante, The newspapers, especi
ally those featuring a literary depart
ment appear to be making a great deal
of the event—we will not say unjustly,
for Dante Is a recognized literary force.
But how fcw of us know anything
about him, or ever read his writings.
Jn the course of a long and somewhat
varied life, as lives go, we have en
joyed the acquaintance of just one
man who confessed to a knowledge
and enjoyment of the great Italian's
poetry. He was a deep-water sea
captain, a Rockland man of bluff ex
terior and gentle heart, and he used
Biways to speak the poet’s name in a
pingle syllable.

One of the most beneficial provisions
of the pending revenue bill is a section
that, while It does not lower the tax
rate removes some of the petty annoy
ances of the existing law. The new
section reads as follows: “That no
taxpayer shall be subjected to un
necessary examinations or investi
gations, and only one inspection of a
taxpayer's books of account shall be
made for each taxable year unless the
taxpayer requests otherwise or unless
the commissioner, after investigation,
notifies the taxpayer in writing that
B.n additional inspection is necessary.”
Heretofore ionest taxpayers have
been subjected to repeated visits and
Inquisitions by collectors after a
thorough examination was supposed
to have been made. Under the new
bill all such annoyances will be done
away with.

That world-wide institution for good,
the Young Men’s Christian Associa
tion, had its beginnings in London,
through the efforts of a young man,
(George Williams, to provide some
email recreation for a group of his
fellow-clerks. He was Sfr George
Williams at the end of his life, having
lived to see those humble beginnings
expanded into an organization doing
h prosperous business in the four
quarters of the globe. Today is the
SOOth anniversary of his birth. It is
not out of place to note in the con
nection that there is an inviting field
In Rockland for the setting up of
Y. M. C. A. machinery.
The suggestion of Secretary of
labor Davis is a good one. Instead of
fnlking about the millions who are
reported to be out of work, let us turn
lour attention Jo the numbers who have
employment. At present there are
hbout 12,000,000 busy men and women
in the country, not counting farmers
end farm labor. Let us take that en
couraging fact as the basts for future
effort, and try to add to it until only
Ihose are
unemployed
who are
unable to work. It is more likely to
produce results to look at the affirma
tive side of the question rather than
|he negative.
The called meeting of the Knox
County Public Health Association
Should be well attended. In its first
year the organization has done good
Initial work and deserves every en
couragement on the part of the public.

From a cord suspended between the
Valis of Sanford K. Welt’s workshop
yesterday hung six musical instru
ments which excited the reporter’s cu
riosity, “Those,” said Sanny, with a
dramatic wave of his southern arm,
“are tummy turn Urns,” and Sahny
was not joking, for the six instruments
comprised a musical set for an orches
tra which he is soon to organize and
he made them from a special design
of his own creation. There are two
guitars—one of the familiar Hawaiian
type, and the other born in captivity;
n 'cello, a tenor, a mandolin and a vio
lin. It was a painstaking task, requir
ing lots of time and .the best of mate
rials. The woods used in the con
struction were mahogany, beech, ma
ple, spruce, and sycamore, and the
workmanship is high class. Mr. Welt
Values the set at $200. His original
Vocation was barbering, but he was al
ways tinkeri“g with violins. He h"i.kered to be
p1..*yer,
i
b. . af.tt -ong
practice was .nvinced that he would
never set the world afire, so 12 years
ago he started making violins for oth
ers to play. He read many books on
1he subject, and then applied his nat
ural aptitude to the work. Twentyfive violins has been his output thus
Jar. And now comes Mr. Welt’s Tum
my Turn Turn Orchestra, designed to
i
“ its hearers something out of the
ordinary’ in the way of music.
That Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Philbrick, formerly of Rockland, are ap
preciated at the Dark Harbor tele
phone exchange, has been evidenced in
jnany ways. The current issue of Tel
ephone Topics says: "The attached
letter was received at the Dark Harlor, Maine, exchange and is in appre
ciation of services rendered on calls
to Baltimore, Md., by Mrs. Philbrick.
A number of calls were made and one
in particular was late at night. The
agent opened the office and rendered
all assistance possible during the time
necessary to secure the call. How well
she succeeded is testified to by the let
ter from G. LJ Radcliffe: “I am sorry
that Mr. Williams and I upset the ar
rangements in your office and made
ourselves such a nuisance generally. I
shall always remember with appre
ciation your patience and courtesy,
and 1 trust 1 will some time have an
opportunity of doing you a real favor.’ ”

1

Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, the unsmiling
head of the International Reform Bureau, speaking in ihe First Presbyte11 Ian Church of Newark, N. Y„ de|nouneed practically everything that
| goes to make up tlie present Sunday

Rockland is entertaining this week
many strangers whe have come to
attend the big missionary convention
v.hicb commences today in the Meth
odist church Go out of your way to
extend courtesies to them, for by the
hospitality whi< h the city shows it
shall be known in all corners of New
England.

in America, apart from church attend
ance. It was his intention, he said, to
put "the sun in Sunday and the vam
pires out.” Sunday should be sunlit,
When Cris balanced the egg they cost about
a day of Joy.
But during the whole
as much then as today and his clothes cost
wrathful hour of his address Dr.
Crafts smiled not once, not even when
him five times as much as the best suit we
■lie said he hoped for a $1,0011,000 con
,
sell.
tribution to ihe work of the Internaitional Reform Bureau.
For $35 here's a suit better in common sense
It was difficult to gather from Dr.
j i'rafts’ remarks just what was to flood
comfort than any costume Columbus ever
ihe Sunday of the future with sunlight,
rigged himself in.
it wns to be a day of rest, but he
gave no hint as to the manner in
For $50 a Kupperheimer suit in cloth and
v. hich the leisure hours might be filled.
pattern, in tailoring and quality, in style
Golf, although not exactly forbidden,
would be frowned upon. It is a low,
and fit that will dress a man as well as any
selfish pleasure. In the eyes of Dr,
Grafts, and selfish pleasures nnd self
man ever needs to be dressed. This applies
ish work should not be a part of the
,
to you or to Rockefeller.
$
sunlit Sunday of the future.
It is not for America to borrow the
All suits and overcoats under glass in our
Sunday of Continental nations, Dr.
Crafts declared. He outlined a pict
"New Way” cabinets. Come in see a real
ure of the German beer garden Sun
modern shop today. Installed to save you
day—and inquired if that was the
sort of Sunday people want, or the
Spanish Sunday of bull fights and
cock lights, or the French Sunday of
one suit bathing beaches?
Some clue to the spotless hours of
the future was afforded by Dr. Crafts’
definition of the test of a day as "the
morning alter,” Nothing is pleasure
sister, Mrs. Jonathan Matthews at today, he declared, that is headache
FRIENDSHIP
tomorrow and heartache thereafter.
Waldoboro.
Mrs. Daniels, Mrs, Hines and guests "What seems like a joy ride tonight
School opened in the Brick schoolclosed their cottage at the Cove, for may seem like a woe ride tomorrow.
house Sept 6 and is progressing
"Why Is the color blue attached to
merly owned by Dr. Hahn, and re
rapidly under the instruction if Miss
turned to Jacksonville, Fla., Thursday. us as a stigma?" he asked. "It’s God’s
Alice Smith of Warren.
Misses Laura and Vera Morse of favorite color, the color of tried fidel
Charles Carter has purchased Mrs.
Thomaston were weekend guests of ity. The color of bluebells and blue
Nancy Rogers farm and has taken his
birds and blueberries. The color of
their auut, Mrs. Granville Brown.
abode there. Mrs, Nancy Rogers has
Eugene Wotton returned to GaTdi- the sky and sea. Do you like yellow
purchased tlie Webster house.
j ner Saturday after spending a week better ?”
Etta Lawry of Massachusetts is
i with her brother, A. E. Wotton.
visiting his grandparents, Capt. and
Capt. Melville Lawry of Quincy,
OUR GRANGE CORNER
Mrs. Webster Lawry.
j Mass., is making repairs on Camp
Mrs, Nancy Rogers and Miss Mary
Kum-see-us, which he and Mrs.
Limercok Valley Pomona Grange will
Rogers have, returned to South Port ' Lawry will occupy this winter as
meet with St. George Grange, St.
land, after spending a week with Miss
i Capt. Lawry has employment at George, next Saturday. The program
Alberta Brown.
for the afternoon session follows: Ad
The canning factory at Friendship Hatchet Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Wotton motored dress of welcome, Cyrus A. Hill; re
Harbor opened Oct. 3.
j to Portland and Rochester, N. H. in sponse, H. N Brazier; singing, Grange;
Mrs. Wiliam Heron closed her cot
their new sedan. They were accom reading, James Gilchrist; vocal solo,
tage Green Gables at Martin’s Point
panied to Portland by Mr. and Mrs. Lillian Putnam; readnig, Sister Buker;
and will spend a few weeks with her
vocal solo. Brother Heistad; recitation
C. D. Morse of Thomaston.
Mrs. Myrtle Thompson is spending Scott Rackliffe; violin solo, Myra Linniken; reading. Mary Nash: vocal solo,
a few weeks in Union.
Miss Verne Mitchell is visiting Mrs. Katherine Maloney; reading, Winslow
Robinson: vocal solo, Robert McIntosh:
Jessie Lash.
paper, "Producing and Marketing,"
J. D, Morse has new sedan.
Jesse A. Tolman; vocal solo, Mabel
Putnam; reading. James Riley; vocal
ROCKVILLE.
duet, Katherine Maloney and Lillian
Dimension, Plank, Planed Boards,
Putnam; reading, Elizabeth Gregory
and Pine Finish. A carload of
All the women of Rockville are re A speaker is expected.
highest grade old growth St. John
quested to meet at the schoolhouse
E. M. O’Neil returned yesterday
’ Thursday arfternoon at 3.30 to talk
over matters concerning a Woman’s from New York, where he witnessed
the first four games of the great World
] Community Club.
Series now being played by the Yan
kees and Giants. Through the kind
ness of New York friends he had one
of the best seats in the double-decked
To arrive this week in Rockport.
Owing to the short hay crop many grandstand, and thoroughly enjoyed
Galvanized Shingles and common
farmers will dispose of their thin cat every game. Frisch of the Giants is
nails. Shingle storehouse near Ma
tle this fall
W. M. LITTLE CO., as much of a^avorite with the crowd
sonic building in Rockport.
’ Rockland, are buying such stock for as Bahe Ruth, he says. As to predic
canners.—adv.
120-121 tions—nix for Mr. O’Neil.
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ROCKLAND’S HOME of the BRUNSWICK

J. F. GREGORY SONS COMPANY

LUMBER

SHINGLES

MODEL 210
MODEL 200

MODEL 207

$100.00

$150.00

$125.00

THREE NEW 1922 MODELS
Come in and look them over

Brunswick Phonographs from $65 to $750

V. F. STUDLEY
283 Main Street, Rockland
---------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------

and thorough, and there are living
A knockabout auxiliary fisherman,
many old-time pupils who recall him designed by John J. WardwelJ and
v.iih affection.
Well Known Boston Educator Funeral services were held in Alis- drafted by I.ibby Wordwell and David
Wardwell, will be built for Boston par
at 9 o’clock this morning. The re
R. W. BUZZELL
Was Four Years Principal of ton
mains will arrive in Rockland Wed ties In Damariscotta, this winter, the
Every Issue ot The Courler-Gaietta
Miss Edna Gross was back at her
TELEPHONE, CAMDEN 152-5
nesday noon, and will be taken di work being done by tne Newcastle
Rockland High School.
desk in the Knox Registry of Deeds carries the home news of Knox county
rectly to Achorn cemetery. The inter Shipbuilding Co. It will be a craft of
Res. and Mill Simonton’s Corner
to
every
State
In
the
Union
and
to
yesterday, after a vacation visit at
Augustus D. Small, retired head ment will be ill charge of Crozier & 130 tons—and a crackajack, as the de
120-121
many foreign lands.
her former home in Stonington.
Bowes.
signer’s name would indicate.
master of the South Boston High
School, died suddenly while attending
mass in St. Anthony's church on Hol
ton street, Allston, at 8.30 Sunday
morning. Mr. Small was seated in a
pew at the left of the church when
stricken. James Hannon and several
« TODAY: ELSIE FERGUSON i„
other parishioners went to his assist
Wears 39 beautiful French creations.
ance and carried him into the vesti
bule at the rear. Dr. John F. Casey of
: : WEDNESDAY : :
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
Franklin street, Allston, was called
and responded at once, but Mr. Small
PAULINE FREDERICK
DOROTHY DALTON
was dead when the physician arrived.
Mr. Small lived at 67 Ashford street,
—IN—
Allston. H> xvas torn in Bangor.
“MADAME X”
March 28, 1844, and passed his boy
“BEHIND MASKS”
•
hood uprn the paternal farm. With
Brought
to justice before her
Car Owners want more rubber on the tread where the wear is
such assistance as the country schools
A dashing romance of society’s
husband’s bar, defended by her >
afforded, and by diligent study at
hardest; more gum between cord plies to perfect a resilient and
own ton for a crime committed to
fringe and fashion’s half world
home in the long Intervals between at
powerful carcass. And they want a scientifically constructed Non
save her husband’s career—such is
tendance at school, he prepared for
that lives by its beauty and wits.
the great undertheme.
Colby College, from which he was
Skid tread with all angles and contacts to resist skidding and give

AUGUSTUS D. SMALL

1 APARK THEATRE*!

Making Extraordinary
Mileage a Certainty—

sure traction. Firestone Cord Tires have met these demands of
the car owners.,

Read Letters Below—
Records from 29,000 to 57,000 Miles
Cord Tires built the Firestooe
way could not fail to produce
mileage. Every day, from all over
tbe country, comes die word that
10,000, 20,000 or 80,000 miles are
frequent and consistent records.

Now and then they are empha
sised by unusual instances such
as quoted below. Performances
like these demonstrate the ulti
mate possibilities of Firestone
Cords under careful driving.
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I Bead scarcely

In this fabric tbe as la ear card riser
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graduate;’ in 1865. During his senior
year the faculty placed him in charge
of Coburn Classical Institute, the pre
paratory school of the college.
Following his graduation he taught
modern languages in Suffield, Conn.,
for a year and then for four years was
principal of the Rockland High School.
Next he became principal of the High
School it; Newport, R. I. Six months
later he was made superintendent of
the schools of Newport. During his
two yrarsj service in this capacity he
was a member of ihe Rhode Island
Board of Education.
For the following eight years he
was superintendent of the sciools of
Salem, Mass., ano in 1881 was ap
pointed submaster of the Lawrence
School in South Boeton. .In 1901 he
was made headmaster of the South
Boston High School, where he served
until he retired to his home at Allston
iff 1914.
I:i 1874 he was married to Annie
Louise Harrington of Rockland, by
whom he had two daughters. He was
ihe manage- of the editorial depart
ment of the New England agency of
D. Appleton & Co. He was a member
of the American Institution of Instruc
tion, Schoolmasters’ Club, Delta Kap
pa Epsilon, Handel and Haydn Soci
ety, Schumann Music Club and of the
Masonic bodies (lodge, chapter, commandery and counci’..)
.Mr. Small was principal of the
Rockland High School when its ses
sions were held in Beal’s hall, which
stood on the present postofflce site,
and transferred the school in 1869 to
ihe present building on Lincoln street.
He was a fine instructor, conscientious

CJuaoaacjqam

The car we now sell is the—

NEW PRICES FOR STUDEBAKER CARS FOR 1922:
F. 0. B. FACTORIES
Light
Light
Light
Light

Six,
Six
Six
Six

3 pass.Roadster $1125
TouringCar.........$1150
Coupe .................. $1550
Sedan .................. $1850

Special
Special
Special
Special

Six 2 past. Roadster $1585
Six Touring................ $1535
Six 4 peat. Coupe ..'. $2460
Six 5 pass. Sgdan ... $2550

Big Six Touring Car....................................$1985

Big Six 4 passenger Coupe......................... $2850
Big Six 7 passenger Sedan ..................... . $2950
PARK STREET.

TELEPHONE 700.

ROCKLAND
119-128

IrJ r-l r-1 r-1 rJr-Tr-lrJrJrJrJ rE r-l r-1 r-i r-1 r-i rJ rJ rJrJ rJ rJ

SOUTH WINDOW

DEALERS

9

Our Repair Shop for Ford Cars and stock of genuine
Ford parts will still be kept up to full capacity. Our
stock of genuine Ford parts has been and will continue
to be the largest in this part of the State.

LOOK IN OUR

CORD
GEORGE M. SIMMONS

Rockland Oarage Co.

PERRY VULCANIZING CO.

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

.■V

• -

Every-Othei Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October II, 1921.

Alderman W. J. Sullivan has been
oft duty for a few days on account of
ulcerated teeth, which have resulted
in a badly swollen jaw, and tempo
rarily giving to M. B. & Co. O. Perry’s
NEIGHBORHOOD EVERTS
Oet. 10-12—Maine Music Festival at Portland. genial book-keeper the appearance of
a middleweight champion.
Oc), 12—Columbus Day.

: The R. H. Counce Hose Co. of ThomMr. and Mrs. William Sansom. ac
THE WORLD SERIES
I sston hold a dance in Counce hall companied by Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
i Thursday evening. Music by Clark’s I Bird, motored to Be'fast Saturday to
witness the opening of the bridge. Yankees Now Have Three
■ Orchestra.
They remained for the weekend.
Games To Opponents' Two, |
Another golf tournament takes place
But Series Is Far From Set-!
ut the Country Club next Saturday afMrs. Walter T. Dunean died at her
Oct 12—Masonic District Convention in
i ternoon—a hest ball foursome, with I home, 48 Thomaston street, yesterday
Ruck la ml.
tied.
The Atlantic Fisherman says: "Mr. ’ preferred lies. Every perferred is ex- morning, after two weeks’ illness of
Oct. 10-13—New Inland Branch Annual
meeting of the W. T M S. at Rockland M. E. and Mrs. Powell, East Boston, have ) pected to take part.
■ typhoid fever. The funeral services
The Fourth Game
Church.
gone to Rockland. Me., to superintend
I wilf be held at the residence WedncsOct 14—Rubinstein Club’s first meeting of their lobster business there and attend
Babe Ruth made a home run at the
iday
afternoon
at
2
o'clock.
the season, at Odd Fellows Hall.
A large and appreciative audience
Polo Grounds Sunday, hut his circuit
Oct. 14—Kewpie Doll ball in Camden Opera to the stocking of their lobster pound enjoyed services of "harvest home”
blow, a tremendous wallop into the
House.
at South Bristol in that state. They
Is Frank Gardner qualifying for arf right field bleachers, came in the ninth
Oct. 15—Limftiock Valley Pomona Grange manage, respectively, the Boston Lob Sunday night at the First Baptist
meets with Ht. George Grange.
church. The ’cello and violin selec international cup, or anything of that
Oct. 15—Batos vs. Colbv, In Waterville, ster Co. and the Parnell Lobster Co.. tions by Dr Luce and Miss Luce were sort? The way in which he is dispos inning with nobody on bases and
failed to save the Yankees from defeat
the head office and chief dispatching
championship game.
Oct 15 (Football)—Camden High vs. Bucks station of which is on Meridian street ! of a high order and Mrs. Howard as ing of his epponents at Kennedy's alley The Giants won by the score of 4 to 2.
port Seminary, In Camden.
usual had the choir in excellent form. would seem to indicate that there is In the fourth game of the World Series.
Oct. 15 (Football)—Itoekland High vs. Thom bridge. Chelsea.”
With the orchestra, piano and organ something special in the air. Last night The series now stands at two victories
aston High, In Thomafton.
Oct. 19—Country (Tub house committee’s first
The Wight Philharmonic Society and the singing of the old hymns brought Mank was his victim, the totals of each. The summary:
entertalntnentt of season, supper at 6 30.
appreciative response from the audi their respective 10 strings being 911
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Oct. 20—Mammoth rummage sale, by Chapin patrons in good numbers left by yes ence. which, later gave attention to the and 890. The highest string was 110.
Giants ................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1—4
terday morning’s train to take part in
Class, In Unlversalist vestry.
Vankn s .............. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1—2
Oct. 21—‘Meetings of Rockland Lodge of Per the Portland Festival. Notable in the tellintf afresh by Rev. Mr. Browne of also rolled by Gardner.
fection and Princes of Jerusalem.
! the story of the Prodigal Son.
Rase hits. Giants 9, Yankees 7. Er
group
were
the
society's
original
di

Oct. ii—Maine vs. Bates, in Lewiston; Bow
The annual meeting of the Knox rors, Giants 1, Yankees 1. Batteries.
Mrs.
doln vs. Colby, in Brunswick, championship rector and pianist, Mr. and
und Snyder:
Mays and
•'3£ 22 (Football)—Camden High to. Bucks- Janies Wight, who have not missed I The annual basket meeting of the j County Public Health Association will Douglas
one of the Festival’s 23 annual sessions, 1 Baptist Women's Missionary Society of be held at the headquarters. 404 Main Schang.
port Seminary, lu Bucksport.
The Fifth Game
Oct. 24 (7.3# p. m l- Opening of Woman's in his 92nd year, there Is no doubt that the Lincoln Association takes place at street, this afternoon at 4 o'clock. W.
The Giants made 10 hits offff Hoyt
Educational Club, floe Baiter speaker.
"Uncle Jimmy” will be the oldest per the Chestnut Street Baptist church. D. Thurber. executive secretary of the
Oet. 2»—Maine u. Colby In Watertllle. oliain son in the auditorium.
Camden, Thursday, with forenoon and State Association, will speak. AU per- yesterday, but could not bunch them,
pionship game.
afternoon sessions, commencing at 9.30 , sons interested in public health work and the Yankees took the fifth game
Not*. 2—Lincoln United Baptist Association nj..
ii_
cf the series 3 to 1. The series now
Mrs. A. B. Kirkpatrick as chairman a. m. There will be two speakers from ure invited.
Who. comrade, goes with greatness must walk
Apploton.
stands 3 to 2 in the Yankees' favor
of the committee for the Republican the mission fields.
Nol. 5—Bowdoiu vs. Maine, in Orono, cham
I
j and will continue until one of the
women of Rockville, is collecting its
pionship game
The annual tombstone tournament ! teams has won five games. Yesterquota, to be forwarded to Mrs. Mary
Nor. 39— Unlversalist fair
I J. N .Southard. Dr. H. L. Richards Saturday afternoon called out a good 1 day’s summary:
P. Rich, chairman for Knox county.
I and Zenas C. Melvin arrived home number of golfers on the Country Club ; Yankees .............. 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0—3
Miss Harvey is planning to open her
I yesterday, after a vacation trip which links, the winners being M. E. Wot [Giants
.......... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !»--1
“
They
have
a
most
wonderful
apple
classes in this city tlie middle of No
ton, David 11. Buffum nnd 11. A. BufBase hits, Yankees 6. Giants 10. Ercrop on the Pacific Coast this year,” took them first to Quebec. They were
vember
fum,
in
the
order
named.
The
day
end

rrors, Yankee^ 1. Giants 1. Batteries,
says E. M. Lawrence, who arrived Sat ; much interested in the ancient city,
but did not see it to best advantage. ed with one of those notable Country i Hoyt and Schang: Nehf and Smith.
The Owl Benevolent Fraternal So urday from Seattle, Washington, after ! for the autumn stage settings had Club suppers, followed by animated
a round trip which lasted two days
ciety will have an important business
discussion of golf in its many features,
The Chapin class pf the Unlversalist
less than two weeks. "Oregon, Wash , been removed, temporarily at least,
meeting Wednesday evening at 7.30.
and particularly that phase of it pre church will hold a Mammoth Rummage
ington and California will ship 40.009 and our three wayfarers were greeted
sented
by
the
improvements
being
made
Sale in the vestry of the church on
earloads eastward this season. I saw by a snow squall. Mr. Melvin con
Commencing Thursday, steamer Viin the local grounds that are destined Union street, Friday, Oet. 20. Mrs.
from 23 to 30 boxes of apples picked tracted a severe cold and was in bed
nalhaven will leave Itoekland at 2 p.
to
make
Rockland
’
s
golf
course
the
for a spell. After leaving Quebec the
Maude Glidden is general chairman
m. Returning, leave Vinalhaven at from 12-year-old trees. Pears have trio came by rail to Colebrook, N. H„ finest in Maine. As a testimonial to the and the following have been appointed
been selling at J40 a ton for canning
K a. m. for Rockland.
health features of the game James F. to serve in the different wards: Wards
purposes. The wheat crop In Montana thenee "hoofed” it through the Presi
dential Range to BartlCTt. a distance Carver, a this-year’s convert, stated 1 nnd 2, Miss Harriet Rankin, Mrs.
x
The chilly spell of the past two days is enormous with the result that the of 65 miles. The scenery was amaz that he had played golf without miss 1 Wilbur Cross: Ward 3. Mrs. Faith
was a remihder that It is time to gath price is down to $1.07. Bumper crops ingly fine for the apple orchards were ing a day from June 1 to Oct. 8. "And : Berry. Mrs. Katherine Veazlc, Mrs.
er that perishable garden truck, and in other Western States have had this still laden, and the foliage of the other look at me.” he added proudly; "last ! Ethel Campbell: Ward 4, Miss Mabel
to start the furnace lire. It has been natural result on most commodities. trees was in its most gorgeous hue— spring I had a new suit of clothes with . Lamb, Miss Jennie Trussell, Miss
a long and glorious summer. Who One woman told me she was making all being in striking contrast to the a waistband measuring 42 inches. Yes I Edith McAlman: Ward 5, Mrs. Maud
soap grease out of her butter, because
hag any kick coming?
the market is not high enough to pay conditions northward, where nearly all terday I ordered another suit and my I Glidden. Miss Ada Perry, Miss Gladys
waist-line measure showed 35H inches. | Blethen, Miss Lena Lawrence, Mrs.
foi
shipping butter. And it’s the same trees were bare, and where lofty sum
Bath Times: G. Herbert Blethen has
mits were snowclad. The long hike Me for the little white hall.” The read | Ernest P. Jones: Ward 6. Miss Adelaide
with
cattle
in
Idaho
and
Wyoming.
”
been named by President Harding for
told severely on thp three travelers, ing of the epitaphs inscribed by each [ Holmes. Miss Alice Fuller; Ward 7.
postmaster at Rockland. Mr. Blethen
who for several years have been doing contestant upon the shingle tombstone 1 Miss Gladys S. Jones; Owl's Head,
is well known In Bath and many of
The Relief Corps will have a rum most of their hiking between their that marked the point on the course ■ Mrs. Adelaide Snow, Mrs. Cora Smith.
his friends have been pending him mage sale Thursday afternoon. Those houses and their garages. But they where he "died” yielded amusement, | Members of the Universallst parish
their congratulations.
contributing are asked to leave articles hud a line time and wouldn’t have the •prize golf balls for the best one , having articles to contribute kindly I
at Grand Army tall that morning.— missed it for all the blisters that man being awarded by ballot to Henry ! notify one of the above committees,
In the latter part of the summer udv.
Gardner.
is heir to.
! and articles will be called for.—adv.
there arrived at this port a 16-foot
open boat named "Vet” in which three
Canadian
ex-service
men—Arthur
Spragg, J. H. Engle and J. II. Mor
rison were making a cruise from Hali
fax to Vancuover, B. C. Mr. Morrison
left the expedition the day following
its departure from Rockland—“frozen
out," he claimed when he came back
to Rockland penniless, and reporting
rough treatment. Saturday the news
papers carried an Associated Press
despatch stating that the “Vet” had
been found half submerged near Sakonet Light in Narragansett Bay, and
that no word had been received con
cerning the occupants, who are now
supposed to have been lost.

talk of fbe Cown

SIMONTON’S

SIMONTON’S

Gigantic RUG Sale

Who says that summer hus fled?
Yesterday’s receipts at The CourierGazette ofllce included a ripe straw
berry and a strawberry blossom,
plucked Sunday on Dodge’s Moun
tain by Alfred Benner: and a blue vio
let picked Sunday at Whitehead Light
by Winfield Sprague.

When John Beaton drove in from
Warren with his auto truck Sunday
folks rushed to the windows thinking
a floral parade was passing. Posies
enough to fill five washtubs were
crowded Into the body of the car and
made a spectacle good to look upon.
The flowers came from the gardens of
William Spear in Warren, and were
presented to V. F. Studley’s store,
which has been a liberal patron of
these gardens all season. As a heavy
irost was imminent that night all the
blossoms were cut. They were shown
in the expansive display windows of
the Stuley store yesterday and at
tracted much attention from passersby.
Isidor Gordon has traded his auto
for the Preble cottage at Crescent
Beach, the owner of which was Arthur
Smalley.

One of our buyers has just returned from a trip of two weeks
duration among the Carpet Mills, the Commission Houses and the
Jobbers of .Floor Coverings—as a result of his purchases we
ANNOUNCE THIS TIMELY RUG SALE
A WORD AS TO THE CAUSE OF THIS SALE—
For fifty years this store has been selling floor coverings to the people of Rockland and vicinity, Year after year it has been the policy of
this store to sell only first class Rugs and Carpets at Reasonable Prices.
Many customers have bought floor coverings of us in 1921, who have told us that their mothers and grandmothers always bought their CAR
PETS and RUGS at this store. As they expressed it “they always felt they could do a little better at SIMONTON'S." To show our apprecia
tion of thia long continued patronage, and to acquaint the younger generations with the stocks and values to be found in our Carpet Annex, we
have prepared this extraordinary shopping event.

All sizes Tapestry Brussells Rugs, suitable
for parlor, dining room, den, chamber; choice

colorings, neat figures.
9x42, sold last year for $42.50; this sale $24.50

8-3x10-6, sold last year $38.50; this sale $22.50
7-6x9, sold last year $30.00; this sale $19.50

Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M., has a
special meeting tonight, for work on
the first degree.

Bowdoin and Williams played a
scoreless tie Saturday and tho game
between Bates and Massachusetts
had tho same result.
University of
Maine overwhelmed Lowell Textile 34
to 0. Next Saturday comes the open
ing game of the Mai no College cham
pionship series—Bates vs Colby in
Waterville. A member of Rockland
fans are going.
Sidney Kuler, who lias been in the
employ of the Thorndike & Hix lob
ster department the past 10 years,
completed his labors there Saturday
and is now associated with L. Pome
roy in the smoking of finnan baddies
near the John Bird block. Later the
new firm will also engage in the lob
ster business.
,
Francis A. Curtis and Miss Josie E.
Larrabee were married at 69 Tillson
avenue last Friday by Judge Frank
B. Miller, J. P. M. ‘A. Johnson did the
honors as best man. The bride is a
former resident of Eastport.
The
bridegroom is a well-known junk
merchant, .who during the World
War was in service with the Milliken
Regiment in a southern training camp,
and who is now with the 5tli Company,
C. A. C. He is a member of WinslowHolbrook Post.
The following, from the current is
sue of the Winthrop. (Muss.,) Review,
will be read with Interest and appreci
ation by the friends of the former
Rockland pastor, who is named there
in: "Last Sunday, the Rev. William J
Day preached his eighth anniversary
sermon.
The best wishes of the
church membership are extended to
Mr. Day for the best possible success
during his ninth year as pastor of the
First Baptist church of Winthrop. On
Tuesday evening, the church further
showed its appreciation of their pas
tor and his wife by an informal re
ception in the church vestry. A purse
containing fifty dollars in gold was
presented to Mr. Day, while Mrs. Day
received a handsome bouquet of roses.
Mr. and Mrs. Day received many ex
Tresslons of regard and good wishes
while standing in an alcove which
was decorated with palms, potted
plants and cut flowers. The pastor’s
reception will be followed by an ob
servation of the fiftieth anniversary of
the church to be celebrated during the
last of October."
Tho first annual Fair of the W. O
G. C. will be held in Cleveland hall
Cumden, Oct. 12-13. All arc welcome

paaoe both evenings,*—advt,

6x9, sold last year for $25.50; this sale $17.50

9x12 High Spire Tapestry Rug ............. $19.75

Grass Rugs

Seamless Axminster Rugs

Tapestry Brussells Rugs

Full wool pile face, excellent colors and
patterns, all sizes.
9x12, sold last year $55.00; in this sale $36.45
8-3x10-6, sold last year $52.00; this sale $34.45
6x9, sold last year $42.00; this sale $20.00
54x90 Electra sold last year $30; this sale $19
36 in. Axminster, sold for $10; this sale $6.45
27x54, sold for $6.00; in this sale ....$3.67
18 in. DoorMats, Axminster; this sale $2.45
18 in. Door Mats, Velvet; in this sale $1.85
22 in. DoorMats, Axminster; this sale $1.77
22 in. Door Mats, Axminster, ole blue
with band border; in this sale .
$1.77
-

Linoleum and Felt Base Rugs

Gold Seal Congoleum Art Rugs

Genuine Linoleum

Rugs,

Burlap

Backs,

9x12, regular price $19.00; in this sale $15.95

9x12 was $21.00; this week ...................$17.95

9x10-6, reg. price $16.60; in this sale $13.80

7-6x10-6 was $18.50; this week ............$14.95
7-6x9 was $13.50; this week ......... .

.$10.95

6x9 was $12.00; this week ........................ $8.95

7-6x9, reg. price $1145; in this sale $9.95

6x9 Bailey Felt Base Rugs ..................... $4.75

6x9, regular price $0.75; in this sale $7.95

54x54 Stove Rugs, was $2.00; this week $1.69

4-6x9, regular price $6.00; In this sale $3.95

36x72 Stove Rugs, was $1.65; this week $1.29

Jx6, regular price, $3.00; in this sale $1.95

36x54 Stove Rugs, was $1.25; this week 95c
36x36 Stove Rugs, was 85c; this week 69c

Smyrna Art Squares 4x7, $18.75; now $10.00
Smyrna Rugs, splendid chamber 30x60
rugs, Indian designs, reg. price $5.98
this week .............................................. $3.95
Smyrna Rugs 26x50, reg. price $4; now $2.95
Rubber Mats, extra good quality, sell
for $1.50; this week................................$1.19
Rubber Mats, good quality, sell for 75c;
this week ................................................ 49c
Coco Brush Mats 22x36, extra heavy, $5;
this week ................................................ $3.95
Coco Brush Mats 22x36 medium $4.00;
this week .............................................. $2.95
Coco Brush Mats 15x27, medium, $2.00;
this week .......................
............... $1.39
Rubber Stair Treads, sell 25c; now 2 for 25c
Coco Brush Mats 14x24, medium, $1.69;
this week .............................................. $1.09

FIBER AND WOOL RUGS

PLUSH RUGS
Beautiful Field Plush Rugs; colors, brown, green, tan, maroon, old
rose* old blue, etc.
36x63, sold for $13.50;this week .......................................

27x54, sold

JAPANESE GRASS
9x12, was $15.00; in this sale .................$9.95
8x10, was $11.50; in this sale ................... $7.95
6x9, was $9.50; In this sale .....................$6.95
36x72, was $3.00; in this sale .................$1.95

$10.00

for $9.00; this week .............................................................. $6.00

24x48, sold

for $7.50; this week ..........................................................

$5.00

18x36, sold

for $3.98; this week

$2.95

RAG RUGS

9x12 Fiber and Wool Art Square, browns and greens, were $22.50;
this week ................................................................................................ $14.95
8-3x10-6 Fiber and Wool Art Squares, browns and greens, were
$18.50; this week................... ............................................................... $12.95
6x9 Fiber and Wool Art Square, browns and greens, were $14.50;
this week ................................................................................................. $8.44
4x7 Fiber and Wool Rugs, assorted colors, were $10; this week ... .$5.98
36x72 Fiber and Wool Rugs, assorted colors, were $5.50; this week $4.45
27x60 Fiber and Wool Ruga, assorted colors, were $4.00; this week $2.95

,

HALL RUNNERS

Rag Rugs and Art Squares, nearly all colors, with and Without band

Beautiful Velvet Hall Runners .all sizes.

borders, some of all sizes.
9x12 Art Square, sells $23.50; this sale $17.45
8x10 Art Square, sells $20.00; this sale $15.45

6x9 Art Square, sells $12.50; this sale $9.95
4x7 Art Square, sells $7.50; this sale $4.95

Only Perfect Rugs Included
There are no seconds or
damaged rugs in this sale;
every rug guaranteed perfect.
If by chanco some rug
should prove defective, we will
gladly replace It, or refund the
money. This Absolute Guar
antee Is For Your Protection.

36x72
30x60
27x54
24x48
24x36

special
special
special
special
special

prico $3.19
price $2.39
price $1.89
price $1.39
price $1.00

WIGHT’S "•STORE
TOT“
If this is a cold winter, as some predict, and the snow
piles up and harbor freezes over and no trains come in at
night, what long quiet evenings we will have. Every
body will know who snores and who talks in their sleep.
There is no way anyone can come into the city to trade,
by railroad, as there is only time to get down town to
shop before it s time to go back again, and if you are
in Boston and want to come home and cannot catch the
nine o clock train in the morning and do get the 1.15
you can get down to Bath around six o'clock at night
and there you stay until morning, almost in sight of
your home—and no train. And then one mail, it lays
at Bath and Portland and gets a good night’s rest. There
is a freight but they won t let you ride, so we are not
even freight. In other parts of the State trains have
been cancelled this very year, the people made a vigor
ous protest and the trains have been put back. On the
other hand we ride in automobiles in the summer and on
the train in the winter.

So we are at fault in a measure, yet concerted action
might put the train back again 'though all the king's
horses and all the king’s men couldn’t put Humpty
Dumpty up on the pedestal or wherever he was—and
no king or anyone else can put the price of merchandise
up again; they must go down. All this week we will
sell the famous

At 4c a Package
Also the Lemon Snaps, Vanilla Wafers, Graham Wafers.
All the regular 10 cent package at 4 Cents.

Nice freshly Seeded Raisins, reputable brand, full
weight packages at 21 cents a package.
Compound Lard, 10 pound tubs.................................... 14c
Pure Lard, 10 pound tubs...............................................16c

All of Schraft's Candies . All of the Romance Brand
of Candies, 45 cents a pound. They are just in, fresh
and nice.
2 cans Maine Corn
2 cans Maine String Beans
3 cans Horticultural Beans
1 can Lemon Cling Peaches
I can California Apricots
I can Loganberries
I can Spinach

25 cents

CLARE MENT COFFEE—Perhaps now is the
time your Coffee will taste bad to you—when you are
changing your system back from daylight saving to nor
malcy. If it does, we say Claremont will please you, and
it's good any time and never disarranges your system.
A lady just in says: “My husband and myself have not
drank coffee for ten years until last year, we tried your
Claremont and have drank it ever since. It’s the Coffee
for us.’’ Perhaps you will try it some day; we hope so.
In our Drug Department we are selling 7 rolls
QC
—almost two miles Neponset Toilet Paper for
This is the last week on 5 Cent packages of Herbs at

2 packages for 5 cents.
Another shipment of Tanlac due this week from Tanlacville at the same price—95 cents a bottle.
All kinds of Tooth Brushes, 20 cents.

The Wight Company

Miscellaneous Rugs

wood colors and chamber effects.

9x9, regular price $14.25: in this sale $12.95

Complete line of Deltox and Japanese Grass
Art Squares and Rugs, all sizes; colors green,
brown, blue, tan, beautiful stencilled effects.
DELTOX
9x12, was $18.50; in this sale................ $14.45
t'xlO, was $i6.50; in fl is sale ................$13.45
6x9, was $12.50; in this sale...................$9.55
54x90, was $10.00; in this sale ................ $7.45
36x72, was $3.50; in this sale..................$2.95
27x54, was $2.75; in this sale .................$1.95
18x36, was $1.00; in this sale.................... 79c
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The Itoekland Motor Mart han added
the Cadillac to their line of automobiles
and will push its sale in this terri
tory. They will have the new model
on display at their showrooms in a
few days.

Charles G. Kiff has sold his cottage
known as "The Music Box," at Holi
day Reach to Mrs. Ida >1. Copeland of
Albion. Mrs. Copeland and her hus
band are not only greatly pleased with
the location, but this particular cot
tage hag a sentimental interest for
them, owing to the fact that their
child was born there last year. The
event was also immortalized by be
stowing upon the youngster the nume
of William Holiday Copeland. Mr
Kiff has owned the cottage about lf>
years, and it has been the scene of
many pleasant social occasions.

Schooner Lincoln is chartered to
load paving from the St. Geoff
Granite Co at Wildcat, for New York.
Schooner Thomas H. Lawrence is
in port, with paving from Sullivan for
New York.—Schooner William Booth is
in port with paving from Hall Quarry
for New York.—Schooner Lucy May.
St. John for Boston with lumber Is at r
this port.
The public is invited to attend a
■
, short convocation with the McLain
King Hiram Council, li. &. S. M.. .school ehildr n Wednesday morning at
held its last work meeting of the year : 8.30. The various grades are to be
last Friday, conferring the Royal and [grouped about the flag. The exercises
Select Masters' degrees in the after- ; will be appropriate to Columbus Day
noon and tbe Superexeellent degree lit I Each grade will have some part. All
the evening. There were 23 candidates: | Grade schools in the city will during
Stanley
li.
Cushing.
Thomaston; some part of the day devote some time
Tobias Smalley, Ralph U. Clark. } to a review of the time und spirit of
Thomas . Maker, John J. Carter, Axel [ tlie lath century which lead to the disE. Brunberg, Avaughn M. Antes. Ed- cot cry or America.
ward It. Veazle. Raymond L. Watts.
--------------------Fred C. Dyer and Dr. Emery B. How
BORN
ard; Jonah D .Morse, I'. A. Geyer,
I’liiJhrooli-'-Buckland. Sept. 30, to Mr. aud
anil Austin It. Cook. Friendship. Mrs Warner Phllbrook, a daughter.
Bean- Thomaston. Oct. 10. to Mr and 4Xn»
Charles H. Smith, Charles C. McFar
land and Clarence L. Williams. Union; Arthur Bean, a son.
Wesley E. Speaer. Warren: Willard E.
MARRIED
Overlook. Washington; H. L. Ames, S.
—Rockland. Oct. I), by Roy
W. Hastings and J. B. Hutchings. Cam , B. Doherty-Haskell
P. Browne, Ralph E. Doherty and Mjs.4
den; Chest r Al. Carver. Rockport:
i;,,,,,,,,,,, Haskell .both of Rockland
Frank
and P. Ellsworth Darling. Melrose. Curtis-Larrabee—Rockland, Oct, 7, b.v Fr

Mass.

It Ins been a record-breaking
...

,

;1

, • t,

'filler. •J V. frauds A. Curtis, of Rode
land*nd Miss .loslo E. Larrabee, formerly of

i »

2-3x9, special for thia week ............................ ................................... $11.45

year (or Ring lliram Council, " hich |
Inis taken Ti In nwnibura. or more

2-3x10-6, special for this week ........................................................... $14.95

than double tbe number made in any | I’. Browne. Herbert K Thomas aud Shirle'
.
hiebt'c iv.ii i IL Moody, both of Warren.

2-3x9 Saxony Axminster Rugs, old rose, sells for $25; this week $17.50

F. J. SIMONTON GO.

GOODS
SOLD FOR
THESE PRICES
ARE
FOR
CASH ONLY

Thomas-.Moody—Warreu, Oct. 8, by Rov. B

jkmvIous yen
bilouy nights bailR^ing-Joyce-Atlantlc. Oct. 7. Krerett W
«iu< t was on** of the Star’}* bi s’., and t MS<ng ()f Rockland and Miss Myrtis B Joy««

th«* 250 M isor.s who «at down to the
tallies found it a very jolly uffalr. with
Eastman's Orchestra furnishing music
while they ate. “Tbe Irish Washer
woman” broubht the customary Hi!
jli! from A I. Mather, and everybody
was beating time. A band of 15 pieces
furnished music for the degree work,
and the. membt rs were so enthusiastic
over it that they voted then and there
to buy uniforms for it. The eouneil is
also to have a uniformed patrol, which
will be drilled by Companion James
F. Carver

Guard.

| of Atlantic.

DIED
Spear—Dorchtster, Mass., Oct J. Samantha
A. Spear, aitud 79 years. 3 mouths, lieinatns
brought tn Warren for burial
Itiujian Itoekland. Oct. 111. Carrie Krelyn
(ltipleel wife uf Walter T. Duncan, aged 51
years, ti month*. 20 days. Funeral Wedneadaj
at 2 p. in.
Small Allston. Mass.. Oct 9. Augustus D
Small, (urinerly of Itoekland. aged 77 yeara.

’

formerly of the National |„.ho
I a auccess

CARD OF THANKS
faithful to help make our fair
St Ceorju Gratify. «1 *
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with the score 14 to 20 Rockland sud
denly found Itself within striking dis
tance of victory.
'
How it found the right path is
Rockland High Observes the Preserve Season—Victory shown in Mealey’s sensational run
around Camden’s right end, with the
i splendid interference of Lord, Reed
Was a Long Time Coming, However.
I and Record to aid him the speedy "Jeft'’
flew up the field and when the Qam-'
In the gathering dusk of an October from the bench of oblivion to take his den's goal line was reached, after an
80-yard sprint, he had outdistanced
afternoon 11 football warriors, steam proper place in the season’s festivities all of his desperate opponents. This
and to show what a clear-eyed youth
ing from their afternoon’s exertions, may do with the toe of a man’s -lzed touchdown tied the score, and it was
inarched triumphantly from Camden shoe. He was selected by Coach up to Flanagan to say whether RockTrotting Parlfc forgetting both fatigue Whitney to do the kicking in this land High should be content with
game, and he fully satisfied the latter’s merely overtaking its rival, or whether
and casualties as they listened to the
judging, both in punting and in kick it should take the edge which might
resounding cheers of their supporters.
mean victory. Again Flanagan’s nerve
ing for goals.
was steady and his arm was true. The
The sweaters which they wore carried
Rockland’s joy in the first period j
an orange letter on a black back was short lived, however. Rockland ball shot over the bar and the score
was 21 to 20 with Rockland on the long
ground, and the world was being told kicked to Camden, and the ball was end. The close of the fourth period,
brought
well
up
the
field
by
four
first
that a Rockland team had bested Cam
which seemed to be an inordinately
downs. Rockland held for downs on j long one, found Camden fighting valden, in Comden's dooryard. The bitter
t( {
another touchdown, and usdisappointment of five successive sea her 40->ard line, but on the second
down Lord fumbled. Bean secured the ! ,______________ „___________ __________
sons was wiped away as fog is wiped ball, and was down the field ! >r a ing the air route. But Rockland was
strong on the defense and her goal was
from a windshield.
touchdown. Bean also kicked a goal, not again seriously threatened.
It all happened Saturday, Oct. 8,
and the score was tied.
The spectacular work of Mealey, re
1921, a date which will be writ large
Rockland received the laill on her sulting in the two touchdowns which
in the history of Rockland High
School. The recital gains dramatic 30-yard and with two tits: downs ad spelt victory, was, of, course, the out
force when those not privileged to see vanced it about 20 yards, when Jr was standing feature of the great game, but
the game are told that it was as a lost to Camden, and that t- un show- tj,e {ans mj. not joge sjght of Record's
■— power, carried
.... -. the 8pien<jj,j
which prevented any
brand plucked from the burning. Two ing great offensive
_____ ___
periods had passed,
and_____
with______
the score ball across for a touchdown, in six gain being made around the left end;
20 to7 in Camden’s favor, the Camden ’plays. Again Bean kicked a goal This of Reed’s ground gaining prowess; of
cheering section was singing .,11 the process was repeated once mor-j lie- Flanagan's capacity for tackling; and
fore the first period ended, Rockland of other fine work done by Andrews,
joy songs it had ever learned. Tii
delirium which comes with tri'.mpl ■rring fatally by not punting at the the plucky Freshman fullback. Coach
•ritical moment. But this time Bean es Whitney and Thomas believe Flana
over one’s dearest enemy was io fui
the goal—a
cir •
, 1 gan can be developed into one of the
swing. What happened to que'i tt.at nissed
demonstration, and at the same mo which then appeared trivial to the best tackles in Knox county before the
ment to start pandemonium or. th, lappy Camdenites, but which event season is over.
The Rockland boys feel that they
Itockland side of the field let the story ually transformed their joy ,nto deep?st gloom.
have beaten a good team when they
tell.
The second period found Rock’and defeat Camden. It is perhaps not up
Rockland had the kick-off. On ihc
third play Camden, evidently t.,;ing better accustomed to Camden’s shift to last season's standard, but it should
to surprise the viistors, as Lin t .1 days and neither side was able to also be remembered that Rockland has
Academy had, attempted a forward gain any decided advantage in the a great preponderance of green men in
pass. Keen-eyed Otho Record was luel which followed.
its lineup. The Camden players who
The 15 minutes which elapsed be flashed were Bean and F. Hanson, but
Johnny on the Spot, and before thi
Mealey the team has a strong line, and its
ball could reach its intended destina tween the two halves saw
tion he had intercepted its flight, and drafted for the backfield in place of backfield is pretty evenly matched.
was rushing madly down the field with Sleeper, and it proved to be the turn
•The summary;
th^ entire Camden team in pursuit. ing point o$ the game. Record re ROCKLAND HIGH
It's a long, long way’ to Tipperary, and ceived the ball on the kick-off and ad
CAMDEN HIGH
the Camden goal line was 85 yards vanced it to the center of the field. O. Record le ...................... re Thurston
away, but when one is filled with the Mealey immediately made a first down, Chapin It ................................ rt Warren
fire of youth, and wears seven-league and Reed followed suit after three Flanagan It
boots, wonders may be accomplished. lines, the ball then being on Camden's Flanagan lg ..........................rg Bowers
And so the dazed Camdan spectators 10-yard line. Mealey went through E. Crockett lg
saw the ball implanted behind tfieir left tackle, and would have scored a Aylward c ................................. Callahan
trenches and heard the Rockland fans touchdown, but Rockland was ofT-side Massallin rg .................... lg H. Hansen
yelling like so many demons. It all and was penalized. Reed tore through
lg James
happened quicker’n Jerry wrote the tor what seemed to be a touchdown, Ludwig rt ............................... rt McCobb
note. Not "Jerry” Whitney, to • be but the play was nullified because the C. Record re ...................... le F. Hansen
sure, although the Rockland ccach was referee’s whistle had not been blown. Reed qb ....................................... qb Bean
the wildest demon among them.
Rockland was bound to score, howev Sleeper Ihb .................. rhb Calderwood
Enters now a new factor in Rock er, and it was Mealey who finally cir Mealey ihb
land’s destinies, a tall rangy l id, Wil cled the Camden left end for the touch Lord rhb ................................... Ihb Dodge
liam Flanagan by name, resurrected down. Flanagan kicked a goal and
Ihb Joy
1
Andrews fb .......................... fb Snowdeal
fb Joy
fb Doge
Score. Rockland H. S. 21, Camden
H. S. 20. Touchdowns. O. Record,
Bean 2, F. Hansen. Mealey 2. Goals
from touchdowns, Flanagan 3, Bea
2. Referee. McRae. Umpire, Beveredge. Head linesman McGrath. Time,
is the fruit which wf
15m and 12m periods.

Every-Other-Day

NEURALGIA -

THE CANNING OF CAMDEN

1^1

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT
—OF THE—
t ;

Security Trust Company
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS

Oeer

HATCHET
BRAND

ROCKVILLE

TOMATOES
Ifyou want the pick of
the best crops,packed
when picked, be sure
you get real Hatchet
Brand. Nothing but
the very finest ever,
gets the Hatchet
label.

The Twitcl
Champlin Co„ ]
Boston & Portland

HATCHET BRAND means quality in Spices and Extracts

If you have

HOGS
Veals,

Lambs or Cattle for Sale
Communicate with

W. M. LITTLE CO.
16-21

ROCKLAND. MAINE

The Republican ladies of this place
.are requested to meet at the home of
Mrs. J. S. Ranlett, Wednesday at 3
p. m.
Mrs. Sadie (Copeland) Dalton, of
Amherst, Mass., was the guest of her
brother, Charles Tolman, recently,
Mrs. Rankin, superintendent of Lin
colnville schools, called on Mrs. Ran
lett Saturday.
Mrs. Bucklin and Miss Lottie Ewell
were in Rockland recently on business.
Charles Tolman and Mrs. L. M.
Blastow called on friends in Rockport,
Saturday.
We are sirry to learn that one of
our esteemed neighbors, Mrs. Fannie
Brewster has undergone an operation
at Silsby Hospital. We extend our
heartfelt wishes for her speedy recov
ery.
John Ranlett is sitting up in bed. It
won't be long before we see his cheer
ful smile again.
Encourage us in the school work
we are doing. All calls will be appre
ciated by the teacher as well as by
the scholars.
The attractive home of Mr. an Mrs.
W. H. Clough has received its finish
ing touches In painting. Mr. Clough
deserves praise for his artistic work.
The hunting season is on here. Al
though the foliage is a hindrance, »e
don’t have to hunt much, as partridges
and friend 3kunk come right to our
doors,
Mrs Nora Carrol has returned to
her home In Rockland, after spending
a few days at her summer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wentworth, Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Thurston and Mrs.
Sadie Dalton of Rockport called for
Miss Leola Tolman Sunday and they
all enjoyed an quto ride to Owl’s Head.

PARK THEATRE

Stitchers Wanted
MEN’S and BOYS’ PANTS
STEADY WORK ASSURED

>

J. B. Pearson Company
THOMASTON, MAINE
INQUIRE OF MR. GLEASON ”

115-120

Elsie Ferguson has two roles to add
•an unsophisticated country girl and
a Russian actress. In the latter she
wears a wealth of French gowns. The
picture Is entitled “Footlights."
Some perilous diving and difficult
swimming is done by Dorothy Dalton
in “Behind Masks," which will be pre
sented Wednesday. Miss Dalton, who
has become known as one of the most
athletic of women stars, does the most
spectacular "stunt" work of htr career
In this film. As Jeanne Mesurler, the
unfortunate victim of the plots of
Mme. Ena Dolore, her unscrupulous
guardian. Miss Dalton, in this story, is
locked up in- an ardent smugglers'
cave with the supposed dead body of
itonald Engleton. She breaks down a
door and defies death when she dives
intc the storm-tossed sea below. Her
rescue by Andrew Bourne, her sweet
heart, follows.
The Thursday-Friday special for this
week is "Madame X," featuring Paul
ine Frederick. One of the strangest
and most tragic cases in criminal his
tory is that of Jacqueline Florlot, who
was brought to trial on a charge of
murder. It so happened that her case
was set for trial in the court over
which her former husband presided
Not knowing the identity of the penni
less woman the authorities appoint a
young lawyer to defend her. The at
torney turned out to be her son. Find
out the rest by seeing the picture.—
adv.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
any business day during office hours.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

. ZJiSPSJB

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
SUPPLIE8
THOMASTON, MAINE
TuAStf

VapoRub
17 Million Jan Ueed Yearly

Prefassional&BusinsssGarsr

SEPTEMBER 24, 1921
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeatb
Osteopathic Physician*

Branches at Camden, Vinalhaven, Warren and Union

SS UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINS

NOURS: t:0G A M. TO «40 P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS ST APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE IM
l-tf

RESOURCES
Cash on Hand..................
Due from Banks..............
U. S. Securities................
Other Securities..............
Loans.................................
Real Estate......................
Furniture and Fixtures ..

.................... $
82,972
....................
250,439
....................
164,643
.................... 1,025,136
.................... 1,610,590
....................
25,987
.....................«
6,594

-

16
20
74
02
97
40
20

$3,166,413 69

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
78 MAIN STREET, THOMA8TON
OMm Heart—Uatil It. a.; IK S| 7 to 0 G. M
Ttl.ehM. 141-9

SHE

DR. C. D. NORTH
Physician andX-Ray Operatol
OFFICE. IS B*m* Otto*. ROCKLANB
OPFICa NOURS: UlW ILS.
I« Is S:M art 7:K l> 9:9G o. Rk
TELEPHONE 711
93-42

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

LIABILITIES

VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON

taan: I to I AM 7 to 9 P. M.

Deposits......... ................................................................... $2,902,786 13
Capital........................................................... $100,000 00
Surplus.......................................................... 75,000 00
Undivided Profits......................................... 88,627 56

263,627 56

RmMmm satll I A. I. u< b|
TELEPHONES: RmIEmm, 11-41
M-tf

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmer 8chool Graduates
400 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND, MAIN!
Hour,: 1 l« 5 P M Dally;
6.30 to 7.30 Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
TELEPHONE CONNECTION

$3,166,413 69

lM-tf

DR. LAWRY

Approved: Board of Directors, Examining Committee,
A. P. BLAISDELL,

HOURS:
OaM SMS

I to 4 L

L. W. FICKETT,
G. A. LAWRENCE.

L;

a. to.

7 to I L

L

TELEPHONE ITS

DR. J. C HILL
Residence and Office, 200 Main Street

Rockland, Ma,

Office Hours:

Red-Ripe,RipeJuicy
pack under the label o:

or headache—rub fore
head, temples and back
of neck with Vicks. Melt
a little in a spoon and
inhale the vapors.

10 to 11 A. M.| 1 ta ( P. M.| S to S P. M.
iM-tf

DAMARISCOTTA RACES
Margaret Wilkes and Carl C.
Were Winners Both Days.
The Lincoln County fair opened
Wednesday with one of the largest
first day crowds in the history of the
Association, about 5,000 persons being
on the grounds. There were three
races on the card, Margaret Wilkes
winning the 2.35 class in straight heats.
Minnie Direct turning the same trick
In the 2.25 class, and the 2.20 class be
ing unfinished at sunset with Carl C.
holding the advantage of winning two
hefe.ts, while King Brlno and
in
Time each had led the field once under
the wire. This race is scheduled to
be finished in addition to the regular
card today.

2.14%, thus lowering the track record
by one second.
i hursday’s races were featureless,
:,nd in the second her t of the 2.30 class
the drivers apparently jogged along
without efiart to make time.
The
summary: ’
2.30 Class. Trotting
Purse 5200.
Margaret Wilkes, r m (Bry
ant) ......................................... 12 1.1
Happv Dick, bg (.'.lotre) .... 3 13 2
: Minnie Direct, b m (Mal
colm) ...................................... 2 3 2 3
Miss B. ch m (Hall) ........... 4 dr
Time: 217^- 2-27’ 218’ 221
2-14 Class. Trotting
Puree, 5200.
Carl C, ch g (Bean) .................... 1 1 1
Just Sunshine, b g (Towle) .... 2
Violet Patch, b m (Buzzell) .... ds
Time: 2.11%, 2.13%, 2.16

2.35 Class, Purse $200

Margaret Wilkes, r ir (Bryant)
John Lake, b s (Hilton) .......
Cecil Fields, g m (Hall) .......
Nick Chatham, blkg(Page) ....
Time; 2.21%, 2.24%, 2.2254.

111
2 2 2
3 3 4
4 4 3

225 Class, Purss $200

BAKER GUNS

220 Class, Purse $200 (Unfinished)

The 2.20 class was finished Thurs
day, Carl C. wlnnirg the final heat. '
Wesley Nichols’ bay gelding Maine
Time was second and J. A. Winca- .
paw’s bay gelding King Brino was ,
third. The time In -the final beat was

$48.00 to $385.00

Send for BAKER BOOK
LET describing the entire
line.

Baker Gun Company
314-Broadway, New York

K V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

Mrs. Laura Daniels visited her sis
407 MAIN STREET
ter last week.
Heart: 9 to 12 A. M.s I to I P. ■.
Leroy Smith and Charles Mank are
RttiGMe., 21 F.ltoa Street TeL Ml-L
OWI— T.l«pb—« 493-W. _________
gathering apples for Hollis Starrett.
Albert Erickson and his mother are
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
visiting George and Charles Erickson.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Williamson of
Osteopathic Physician
Union and Mrs. Josie Cummings. Eu
ROCKLAND, MAINS
gene Tash- and Donald Mank motored 34 SCHOOL STREET
Hears 9:00 A. M. to 4:SS P. M.
to Spruce Head and other places last
Evenings by Appointoinst
Sunday.
Telephone 323.
1-tf
Mrs. Verna Wiley and daughter
Marjorie attended the Damariscotta
fair last Wednesday.
EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S,
Eva Harjula of Thomaston visited
her friend Signa Erkkler last week.
Mrs. John Fullerton is ill.
DENTIST
Clifford Robinson is working on the
hay press.
Eward Whitney has purchased a 407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
new horse.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Moody and Mr.
DR. T. E. TIBBETTS
and Mrs. George Moody attended the
fair at Dannriscotta.
,
Dentist
Corner Main nnp Winter

For fifty years kilown to
the trade as the best for
service.

Minnie Direct, b m (Malcolm) 111
Frances, blk m (Hall) ............ 2 3 2Fred Wilkes, bg (Hinckley) .... 3 4 4
Margaret Wilkes, r m (Bryant) 4 2
3
Iron Pills, b g (Biles) ........... 5 5
5
Time: 2.21; 2.20U. 2.22%.

Carl C., ch g (Bean) ............ 115 2
King Brino, bg(Wlncapaw) 4 4 12
Main Tlme.b g (Nichols) .... 3 3 2 1 |
Happy Dick, b g (Moon) .... 2 5 4 4 i
Star Marque,b m(Qulnt) .... 5 4 3 dr ,
Time: 2.19%, 2.16%, 2.21%, 2.20.

NORTH WARREN

CLARRY HILL

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist

ORTHODONTIA (ptralfbtoslsf totok)
Charles A'tspland was the guest of
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLESB
his cousin. C. F. Ross last Sunday.
290 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
Ernest Cummings of Grafton, Mass.,
SpMr Btotk............Fm2 at Fait Otrwl
OMm Hwn: t to 12: I to 6.
TEU 74G-M.
was a business caller here recently.
Mrs. A. K. Jackson is visiting rela
tives and friends in Brockton, Mass.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
I She will also take in the Brockton
B. B. SILSBY, Surossa
I fair.
Z-IAT*Operator
1 F. S. Miller e.tterded the fair at
Damariscotta last week,
U IVHMEB ITMKET, BOCKLiSI
j Mrs. Sarah Jameson called on her
TELEPHONB 118
' sister, Mrs. Augusta Mank last week.
lt-1IV
Eva Robbins is working for Mrs. A.
W. A. JOHNSTON. NEO. Pw<L
|K. Jackson,
Marion Smith and Montfll Ross ar9 JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORB
i working for Mr. Starrett of Warren.
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
Ernest Hunt of Waldoboro was the
LINE. SPECIAL ATTEHTKJM TO
guest of Roland Miller last week
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
Mrs. Hazel Miller of Gardiner, Mass.,
LARGING.
visited relatives here recently.

370 Maiii St. Rockland.

109-126

WRIGLEY5
•AFTER
EUERY
MEALM

IOfod

Mb.

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

L. W. BENNER
—DEALER IN-

AD Kinds of Real Estate
| 2 NORTH MAIN 8T4

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 23S-X.

’

41-K

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
BpMtal AttopU.1 to Prabsto Mttttft
| (79 MAIN STREET I I I ROCKLAND. ME.

EDWARD K. GOULD

The new sugar coated
chewing gum
which everybody
likes—you w((L
too.

Attorney at Law
| CORNER TILLSON AVL sM HAIN STREET

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Nap.nPM’ to A. L ErttlM A OS.

delicious peppermint
flavored sugar Jacket around
peppermint flavored chewing gum
that will aid your fPPetlte and diges
tion. polish your teeth aod moisteo
your throat.
B122

| «l» MAIN STREET : I : ROCKLANB. NAHM

FRANK H. INGRAHAM

Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
491 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLANO, ME.

A. 4U. H.

A. C MOORE

THE FLAVOR LASTS

PIANO TUNER

Wltk tte Raltt Maalt

J

..AJ

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 11, 1921.

REO

Where, at Any Price

Gan You Get More?
If

you haven’t

seen,

closely

examined,

and ridden in the new Reo “Six” 7 passenger
touryig you should lose no more time in treat*

ing yourself to that pleasure.
Yes, that distinction—for it is no less—to be
seen in this fine motor car.'

Study this latest creation of the Reo shops
minutely—critically.
We’d prefer that you didn’t know the price
until you had seen and compared.

Then you would be amazed to find that you
could possess this wonderful touring car at

so low a figure.
Price it F. O. B. Lansing, plus special Federal Tax

George M. Simmons
23 Tillson Ave.,

Telephone 4-W
-

ROCKLAND,

MAINE

Reo Motor Car Company, Lansing, Michigan

New Six 7 Passenger Touring Car $1685

IN THE GRADES

MANCHESTER MAN

Rockland Pupils Well Set To
Run the School eYar Race.

FOUGHT FOR AIR

Grade 2 Purchase still has the ban
ner for best attendance.

Gosselin Declares Tanlac Has

•«•«

Mrs. R. U. Clark substituted- in
Grades 3 and 4. McLain, Tuesday.
• • • •
Charles Staples has been appointed
as the second class marshal for Grade
8-B.

•«••

Grade 8-A and B divisions have been
enjoying morning exercises together
for the past wSrtt.
• • • •
Tije weekly spelling contest in
Grade 6 Purchase, ended in a tie. boys
and girls each failing on five points.
• • • •
x
Grade 6 Tyler are interested in a
spelling contest between the two di
visions of the class, to end October 28.
• • • •
Wesley Wasgatt, Norma Hutchin
son and Kathryn Dodge received high
est honors in Grade 6 McLain for Sep
tember.
• • • •
Grade 2 Purchase are waiting for
the Pinta, Nina and Santa Maria to
sail across the sea of the sand table.
They are telling the story of Colum
bus.
• • • •
Vera Studley has loaned an inter
esting relic to the curio cabinet of
Grade 8-A. It is a piece of wood from
the hulk of a British transport sunk in
Castine Harbor in 1798.
• • • •
Grade 8-B entertained 8-A Thurs
day afternoon with a short dialogue
on South America called "A Geo
graphical Squabble." Each member of
the cast made a flag representing his
country.
• • •
Thanks should be extended to the
pupils of the McLain School who
brought flowers, autumn leaves, corn
stalks and evergreen to decorate the
domestic science room for the teachers'
party last week.
• • • •
A part of the civics period in Grade
8-A is being used for short debates.
As soon as the class has attained a lit
tle more practice, two debating teams
will be organized and public debates
given each month.

Must Our Children Move

from Maine to Get

Opportunity?
N
E

H
W

to move West or South to get OPPORTUNITY?

Grade 6 McLain wishes to make a
correction on the officers for their Im
provement League: President. Char
lotte Brown; Vice President, Muriel
Stover; Secretary, Elizabeth Harden;
Treasurer, Mary Bird.
• • • •
Posters illustrating the history les
ion have been made by Grade 6 Tyler.
The best ones, by Elarle Walsh, Brenda
Blackall, Clayton Richardson, Earle
Freeman and Mario Ferrero, have
been on exhibition this week.
• • • •
Two pieces of money which attracted
much attention in Grade 8-A last week
were a Maine Centennial half dollar
brought in by William Wood, and a
Plymouth Tercentennary half dolls r
brought in by Louise Anderson.

The answer to this question of the future

lies with us here TODAY.

Or Can they
If we will develop our big natural resource,
L,

water power-Maine will become a real land of
opportunity, growing, prosperous, wealthy.

Bf
JO*

The time to develop power is NOW—ahead
of the other states—and the way to make it
possible is to invest in Central Maine Power
Company 7 per cent Preferred Stock.

MAINE

The price is $107.50 a share—the yield is

6 1-2 per cent net.

APPLES

KINGMAN & HEARTY

Central Maine Power
Company
Augusta

The Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
i

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE

SYSTEM Ml

NOTICE
Beginning MONDAY, OCTOBER 10, we are going to make a
apecialty of Family Washing, with special attractive prices to
suit each family. We have two ways of doing family bundles
—finish and rough dry. In the finish bundle we wash and iron
everything. In the rough dry we wash and iron flat work and
the remainder is just washed and dried.
Give us a trial. We will guarantee that the work will suit
and that tha prices will ba right.

PEOPLES’ LAUNDRY
TELEPHONE 170.

Limerock Street

Unshaken Testimony
Time is the test of truth. And
Doan’s Kidney Pills have stood the
test in Rockland. No Rockland resi
dent who suffers backache, or annoy
ing urinary ills can remain uncon
vinced by this twice-told testimony.
Mrs. W. 8. Tripp. 16 Bunker street,
Rockland, says: “I used a box of
Doan's Kidney Pills for a lame back
and trouble with my kidneys and they
cured me of the attack. I had been
suffering from pains through the small
of my back, was awfully nervous and
felt tired ail the time. As one of the
family had used Doan’s Kidney Pills
with such good results I decided to get
some at Hill's Drug Store and use
them. Doan’s proved so satisfactory
that I am glad to recommend them.”
(Statement given October 27, 1916.)
On August 27, 1920, Mrs. Tripp
said: “I haven't had occasion to take
Doan’s Kidney Pills or any other kid
ney medicine since being cured several
years ago. My faith in Doan’s Is Just
as strong today as when I first en
dorsed them.”
60c. at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y,

Entirely Relieved Him of

Indigestion.
"There is something unusual about
Tanlac, for It is the first medicine I
ever saw that lived up to everything
people said about It,” said Frank
Gosselin, 102 S, Halt St., Manchester,
N. H., a valued employee of the McElwain Shoe Co.
“I was completely run down and
bothered with stomach, kidneys and
nerves all the time. My appetite was
pretty near gone and I had got to <
whree I couldn’t digest anything hard
ly. My stomach hurt so bad that
even my clothes kept me uncomfort
able, and at times I had pains all
through my sides. I would bloat up
until I could hardly stand it and would
ge$ so short of breath I simply had to
fight for air.
“My kidneys caused me a lot of
worry and my back was weak and
achey. I was nervous and shaky ahd
troubled a lot with headaches and dizzy
spelts. Sleep? Why, I lost sleep as
regular as night came, and that sap
ped my strength right along. I felt so
weak I was ready to give up just any
time and it didn’t look like there was
much chance for me.
“But sometime ago I got hold of
Tanlac, and in a few days I com
menced to pick right up, began to eat
aind sleep better and the indigestion
lost its hold on me.
I improved
steadily until now I actually don’t feel
like the same man. Nothing I eat
ever hurts me, I am not bothered
with my kidneys or nerves and simply
haven’t a pain about me. My work
even comes easier, for I feel better
and stronger In every way than I
have in years.”

BURNING HEADLIGHTS

Why You See Them On the
Street Occasionally—Some
Battery Hints.
“Your lights are burning, Mister."
"Yes, I know it,” is an inscription
which will be seen on more than one
automobile in the coming year. At
least, until the remainder of the mo
toring public comes to realize that a
car with burning headlights Is not the
result of an ail night joy ride or acci
dental turning of the light switch.
One driver threatened to use such a
sign when told by a battery service
man that long day-time trips and high
eharging rate iof his generator under
such conditions meant certain disaster
for the storage battery on his car un
less he burned the lights.
In that respect at least, the Euro
pean name "Accumulator” by which
storage batteries arc known over there
is more literally correct. An automo
bile battery merely accumulates the
surplus electricity developed by the gen
erator and when that current becomes
excessive, the work done in the bat
tery (and it is Just as much work for
a battery to take a charge as It Is
to give It off) becomes a burden to It
and overheating results.
Most car owners' know by this time
that overheating means buckled plates,
destruction of certain kinds of insula
tion materials commonly used and
short circuits. Escape from this dan
ger may he had by burning the head
lights while on long day trips, partic
ularly when a recent test has shown
the battery to be fully charge.
The Willard Storage Battery Com
pany strikes a tiely note of warning
In their latest booklet, entitled: "Willar<L Service; For Your Battery’s Ben
efit—and Yours." They say never al
low your battery to become overheated
in service: keep all cells filled with
distilled water; keep your lottery
fully charged In winter to prevent
freezing. The battery will then take
care of itself.
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland for
nugusta. Aj7.00a. ra., f7.30a.rn., tl.45 p m.
Bangor. Aj7.00 a. tn., f7.30 a. tn , fl.45 p m.
Bath. A{7.00 a. tn.. 17.30 a. m . |1.45 p. ra ;
A 84.30p.m.

Boston , A§7.00a. m.. f7.30a m.. tl.45 p m.
Brunswick. A(7.00a. ra.. f7.30 a. tn.. fl.45 p tn.
Lewiston. A87.00a.m.. t7.30 a. tn.. fl-45 p. tn.
New York, fl.45 p. ra.
Poitland. A87.OO a. tn.. f7.30 a. m.. fl.45p. m.
Waterville, A87.OO a. m.. t7 30a. m, fl.45 p.m.
Woolwich. .87.00 a. tn., t7.30 a. ra . fl.45 p. tn..'
84 30 p. m.
t Daily, except Sunday.
8 Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS.

M. L. HARRIS,

9 25-21 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE
FALL SCHEDULE

“Tin House Built on the Apple”

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

1

your boys and girls grow up—will they have

•••«

If you are interested in acquiring a compet
ence, open an account with us.

-

•• »«

Tuesday morning Grade 8-B debated
upon the question—Resolved: That
the Indian had more right to this
ountry than the white man. John
Anderson was captain of the affirma
tive side and Minerva Stover of the
negative.
• • • •
McLain school completes lb first
MEANS WIDE- DETOUR
month with a splendid start on the
year's work. Parents and friends are
Wiscasaet Bridge To Close Oct. 15— invited to come in and Inspect the
South Newcastle and Aina For work of the schools any time. Come
Vehicles
and get a definite idea of Just how
your boy or girl stands in comparison
The Wiscasset bridge will be closed with the rest of the class.
• • • «
| to traffic on Oct. 15 and will remain
The boys and girls of Grade 1 Purclosed while being under repairs and
hase are enjoying the hospitality ex
improvements by the State Highway
tended by the members of Grade 6 to
Commission. The bridge is to be Join in their morning devotions. To
strengthened, widened, and retopped gether they repeat the 23rd Psalm,
this fall, the contract having been the Lord’s Prayer, and the Salute to
awarded to F. W. Carlton of Wool- the Flag. “America” is sung with
| wlch, whose bid was $39,510. Of this Elizabeth Duncan as accompanist.
! amount the legislature appropriated
• • • •
OUR SPECIALTY
about $30,000 at the last session. The
The pupils of Grade 1 Tyler are
executive council has voted to take dramatizing “The Sleeping Beauty”
$10,000 from the highway fund to meet this week: Princess. Maryon Kellar;
the difference.
Prince, Carl Ward; Witch, Ernestine
This bridge is the longest and one Simmons; Singers, Kathleen Willey.
of the oldest wooden bridges in the Matilda Leo, Shirley Barbour, Alice
State. It is said to be 3333 feet in Gay, Leander Thomaqr,Arthur Metcalf,
INC.
length. It is travelled very exten Herbert Pendleton and Maryann Pass
sively especially in the summer, being alacqua.
BOSTON, MASS.
j on the Atlantic Highway. The old
• • • •
bridge there was badly damaged by
Grade 6 McLain are striving to see
ice and the tides about 20 years ago who can make the greatest improve
and was then rebuilt practically new. ment in writing.
NEO L. MORI8ON, Apple Expert
Charlotte Brown,
Some retopping and other repairs Elizabeth Harding, Cecil Sawyer, Nor
have since been done and the old ma Hutchinson and Esther Ahberg
E. W. J. HEARTY. Preeident
bridge has withstood the elements and have challenged the school to display
travel well. It has been dangerous on the bulletin board specimens of
ROBERT B. LORING, Treae.
for heavy trucks the past two years, musculuar movement writing equal to
but no serious accidents have occurred theirs.
• • • •
there.
CO Fanuel Hall Market
It is understood there will be a boat
Grade 8-A will begin work on Its
installed for ferry purposes, for pass South American Prize Essay and Pos
(North 8ida)
engers only, when the bridge is closed ter Contest this week. William Wood
and that the ferry will be continued brought a map of South America and
until it is open again. Vehicles will Miss Bartlett loaned a set of books
have to go around by South Newcas from the library. Posters and essays
96TU-S
tle and Aina, a distance of several on South America will be the work of
miles.
the geogra'phy class in this grade for
the next month.
• • • *
The following 13 pupils of Grade
7-A for two weeks have had perfect
attendance and between 90 and 100
in ail their work:
Virginia Bisbee,
Madeline Buhler, Marion Clark, Clar
FOR FINANCIAL GROWTH
ence Cunningham, Dorothy Grey, El
eanor Hussy, Helen Kirkpatrick, Fred
When you begin to deposit with
Knight, Edith Raye, Mary Sylvester.
Doris Wilson, Clara Thompson, and
the Rockland National, your dol
Evelyn Ellweil.

lars take root—begin to grow and yield a sub
stantial rafe.

Page Five

8TEAM8HIP BELFAST

ST. GEORGE
Miss Mary Hickey has presented the
school in District No. 1 with a new
flag for which the teacher, parents and
pupils a»e very grateful.
\
Edward Works of New Sharon is
visiting Mrs. James Thomas,
Mrs, Harvey Klnr.ey has gone to
Lewiston, where her husband and sons
Warren and Adrian have employment
Mrs. Estelle Brown of Melrose,
Mass., arrived Wednesday to spend a
few days with her brother, James A.
Gilchrest.
«
Miss Lottie Ewell of Rockville at
tended the fair. While here she was
a guest of Mrs. J A. Ewell.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Kinny enter
tained 8unday in honor of Mr. Kin
ney’s birthday. Those present were:
Melvin Kinney and family, Ella Rob
inson and family, Rodney Kinney and
family, and Henry Caddy and family.
Mrs. Lucy Wood of Thomaston is
visiting her sister, Mrs, Dempster.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lucas of
"Vnion and Mrs. Lizzie Morton of
Shirley, Mass., were guests of 5Jr. and
Mrs. James Gilchrest Sunday,

Mrs. Maurice Wilson: gypsy bqpth,
green and red, where the future was
revealed, in charge of Ethel Watts and
Miriam Gilchrest. The supper was in
charge of Mrs. Addie Hilt; W. L. Rob
inson served the ice cream. A dance
in the evening, with music by Mars
ton’s orchestra, brought the fair to a
close. It was a success, the net pro
ceeds being $264. The grange thanks
everyone for the liberal patronage.
Following is the list of awards:
Apples—Kings, E. C. Johnson 1. J.
A. Ewell 2, Albert S'.inglory 3:' Grav
ensteins, C. C. Robinson 1; J. A. Ew
ell 2, W. J. Caddy 3; Baldwins, Ernest
Johnson 1, Thomas and A. Qllrhrest
2. James Hickey 3; Genettins, J. A.
Ewell 1, A. C. Kinney 2; Mackintosh
Red, P. C. Robinson 1, C. C. Robinson

DON’T
DO '
THIS!

The Grange Fare

St. George grange l\eid its annual
fair Oct. 5 and everything iwssed ofT
finely, with good weather, good attend
ance and a good display of fruit and
vegetables In the lower hall. In the
upper hall were the fancy table, dec
orated In lavender and white,in charge
of Mrs. and Miss Mg^foon; handker
chief booth, pirk, green and yellow, in
charge of Della Ewell and Etta Fuller;
canfly booth, yellow and white, in
charge of Alvaratta Thomas and Dorothy Shuman: apron booth, pink and
"white, in charge of Florence and Faus
tina Robinson; the grab-bap .resem
bling a Chinese laundry, in charge of

LEONARD

EAR OIL
RELIEVES DEAFNESS and
STOPS HEAD NOISES. Simply
Rub it Back of the Ears and
Insert in Nostrils. Proof of sneCSM will to siren by tbs dnssist.

L

Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 8 p m , for Boston
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5 p. ni.
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a m., Camden 5 45 a m„ Bel
fast 7.15 a. ni., Bucksport 9 a. m., Winterport
9.30 a. m., due Bangor 10 a ni.
Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urdays at 2 p. m, Winterport 2.45 p m..
Bucksport 3.30 p. m., Belfast 5 p in . Camden
6 15 p. in , Rockland 8 p. in., due Boston fol
lowing morning abouCT a m.
MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL LINES
Bar Harbor Line—Bluehill Line

Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a ra. for Bar Harbor, Bluehill
and way landings
Return—Leave Bar Harbor 1 p. m.. Bluehill
12.30 p. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur
days for Rockland and way landings.
At Boston connection is made with Metro
politan Line passenger and freight steamers for
New York via Cape Cod Canal.
F 8. SHERMAN, Supt
R 8. SHERMAN. Agt.
Rockland_______
Rockland

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct rout, between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON. I8LE AU HAUT AND
SWAN'S I8LAND
FALL ARRANGEMENT

(Standard Time)
IN EFFECT THURSDAY. OCT. 13. 1921.
(Subject to change without notice)
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, dally, except

Sunday, at 8 a. ni, for Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf)
every week day at 2 p in. for Vinalhaven.

STONINGTON and SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island daily except

!----------------------------------------------------------- Sunday at 5 30 a. ra., Stonington, 6.45 a. m .

'Stomach Wrong?

For sale in Rockland by Corner Drug
Store, Cor. Main and Limerock Sts.
A. 0. LEONARD. INC.
70 5th Ave.. New York City

2, Ada Jenkins 3; Wolf River, C. C.
Robinson 1; Strawberry, Ella Robin
son 1; Chenango Strawberry, W. J.
Caddy 1; American Black, C. C. Rob
inson 1; Arkar.saw Black, C. C. Rob
inson 1, Aimon Hnll 2, W. J. Caddy 3:
Stark, C. C. Robinson 1, J. A. Ewell 2,
A. C. Kinney 3: Rhode Island Green
ing, Thomas & Gilchrest 1, M. M. Kin
ney 2; Golden Russet, C. C. Robinson
I, M. M. Kinney 2, A, C. Kinney 3;
Blue Pearmaln Almond Hall 1; Ben
Davis. K. R. Magoor. 1, J. A. Ewell 2,
Maiden Blush. M M. Kinney 1, W. J.
Caddy 2, Thomas & Gilchrest 3; Win
ter Banner, J. C. Robinson; Seek-nofurther, D. A. Hathorn; NOd Head.
J. A. Gilchrest; Winter Greening.
; Thomas & Gilchrest; Roxbury Russet,
|C. C. Robinson, Snows, A. C. Kinney
11, Thomas & Gilchrest 2, M. M. Kin
ney 3; Yellow Bellflower, M. H. Gil'chrest 1, W J. Caddy 2, Thomas &
.Gilchrest 1, Summer Sweet, Thomas
& Gilchrest.
. Pears—Vermont Beauty, Klffer 1,
.Frank Harden 2; grape tomatoes, F,
F. Harden; raspberries, S. Regis, Delia
Ewell.
Potatoes—Norcross, Ada Jenkins 1.
Albion Kinney 2, Early Rose, Ada
Jenkins 1, James Riley 2; Irish Cob
bler, J. C. Robinson, J. Riley 2, Gold
Coin, W. I., Robinson 1, Peachblow
W. L Robinson 1; Six Weeks, A.
Hatho-n 1; Hubbard Squash, Seymour
'Fuller 1; Turnip, Albion Kinney 1; H.
■ Harrington 2; Pumpkins, J. Riley 1,
Winslow Robinson 2; Cabbage, W. L.
Robinson 1. Thomas & Gilchrest 2.

J

I and North Haven at 7 45 a. ra., for Rockland.
Returning, leaves Rockland, Tillson Wharf, at

1.30 p ra, for North Haven. Stonington, Sale
Every suffered from stomach trouble, au
Haut, when passengers (tide and weather
1 gas, belching, sour stomach, nervous permitting), and Swan’s Island.
W S
ness, dizziness and biliousness, should
General
get a box of Mi-O-Na stomach tablets
Rockland. Me . Oct 10. 1921
today and start a treatment. Guaran
KOCKLAND, MAINS
teed by all Druggists.—adv.
1____________
iN
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J Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Morse and be held about the same time to present Simmons. Pvt. Stai-kpole and Pvt.
| daughter Eleanor motored to Belfast to the townspeople. through a disin Armstrong have started chopping wood
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. John Shra- terested speaker, ail feasible plans with “the Foresters.”
for n new school building that the peo
Pvt. Charles C. Pullen is living on
Dr. and Mrs. Peaslee and son Ed- ‘ d
Xvard and Mrs. L. F. Peaslee and son j Mrs. Marie Singer has returned ple may have opportunity for free and Be: » hwoods street.
lull discussion, both at that meeting
Pvt. Thompson’s Twin Two is in the
Harold motored to Gardiner Saturday, . from a week’s visit in Bangor.
returning home Sunday. Mrs. L. F. . Mrs. John Stevens anu Miss llor- and afterwards among themselves, of hospital.
something tangible and definite, ;w»d
Pvt. Albert D. Dow is in South
Peaslee will remain a week.
tense Wilson are among the number thus in the end evolve the one plan American waters.
Miss Phyllis Moore, who has been attending
the Festival this week.
which seems best for the town and ae- | Pvt. Francis Toney is in California.
employed at Thompson’s Inn. South
Pvt. Alfred Ireland is in New York.
Bristol, for the summer, have returned j Miss Hilda George returned to Mid ceptabb' to the majority, regardless of
I\t.» Moon is spending his vacation
home.
’ dleton Sunday after spending a week sex. creed, or politics. To most of
Mrs. Lawrence Colgan of Augusta at home. She was accompanied by those present, tin* first opportunity of at Two Bush Light.
Sergeant Colburn, who was injured
spent the weekend with her husband. her sister. Miss Alice George, and Rob- meeting the new superintendent of
I ert Creighton.
schools. Mr. Paine, was given wlnn he in an automobile accident last TbursDeputy Warden Colgan.
C. E. Shorey left .Monday morning I' The first monthly meeting of the Pa spoke very pleasingly on the question ( day night is resting comfortably.
cn a business trip Which includes Lew li cut-Teacher Association, which was of How Can Parents an Teachers Best
Miss Chaplin.
the
held at the Congregational vestry last {Co-operate?
Iston, Portland and Boston.
OWLS HEAD
Capt. James Creighton was home Friday evening, proved to be a very County Nurse, read a most interesting
successful and enjoyable occasion. paper on “The Importance of Health
from New* York for the weekend.
Monday evening the girls of the The meeting was conducted by^Miss in the School Child.” emphasizing as '
upt. E. M. Tucker of Tenant's Ilar•pant department of B. Pearson & Co., McPhail, the president, who spoke the main objective of her work in the ! bor visited our schools last week. The
enjoyed a fine picnic supper in the briefly of the most important work of schools this year the keeping of clean District Health Nurse also was at the
recreation room. The evening passed the Association for the coming year— hands, clean mouth and early bed time, schools recently.
pleasantly with music, dancing and the inefeasing and furthering of the gles, was enjoyed, followed by a social
Mrs. I. A. Post. Lena and Edwin
! new school building fund in every Community singing, led by Miss Rug- Post spent a few days in Gleneove last
games.
Mrs. Alice Tibbetts and daughter. possible way. and the keeping alive of hour during which refreshments were week.
Mrs. A. B. Brown, are in Portland this the spirit that even if the town may served. The next meeting will be held
Mrs. Anna Donahue has gone to
Week, attending the Festival.
feel financially unable to undertake j November 4, at the same place and Haddonfield, N. J., where she has em
Miss Etta Winslow McLain of Hol this proposition in th very near fu- hour, and another good program is ployment at the liapcrol’t Training
lis Center, is visiting her brother and turn, eventually there must be a new protnised. It is hoped all will show School.
tiicce, R. B. Fillmore and Miss Annie building, therefore the only way to their willingness to help by their at , Mrs. Alton Blake and a party of
Fillmore. Mrs. McLain will return to conquer difficulties is to keep right on, tendance.
, friends from Waterville spent a few
her home Thursday.
and feel that something valuable is
•Jays at the Soper cottage last week.
4th Co. Notes
Mrs. Frances Carter, who has been ■ being accomplished by continually
I l ucid Philbrock and family spent
spending several weeks with her working toward the end. That this
Kelley’^ Orchestra plays at the Ar Sunday in Warren as guests of Oscar
daughter, Mrs. A. W. Peabody, left , need is realized by the whole conimu- mory tonight.
Phil brook and other relatives.
Saturday for San Diego. Cal., where inity, and giving evidence of what can
Sergeiriit “Luke” Armstrong has ap
Forrest Hall of Rockland wa
at
eho will spend the winter with an be done when the many work together pealed with a new green hat.
Mrs. Ava Kinney’s recently.
other daughter, Mrs. E. 11. M» ntz< I.
for a common good, the statement of Corporal Beattie, Cook Sibley, Pvt. i L. A. Arey leaves Tuesday for OklaDon’t forget the dance in Counce Mrs. .John Creighton, the treasurer,
hall Thursday night. Music will be showing the total amount of the School
furnished by Clark’s Orchestra.
i Building Fund to have already reached
Mrs. John E. Walker and brother. i he creditable sum of $1063.98, with
Charles Percy of New York left Mon >10 more to be deposited, was most
encouraging, especially when it is
day for Phippsburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cushing mo considered that the work was only
tored to Portland Sunday, where Mrs. proposed the last of May. The receipts
Cushing is attending the Festival this from the County Fair were stated as
R. H. COUNCE HALL, THOMASTON
week.
being about $1410. Miss Rita Smith. |
Miss Regina Sanfy arrived Satur president of the High School Alumni I
CLARK’S ORCHESTRA •
day from Boston, where she has been Association, which has done equally
employed.
as much as the Parent-Teacher Asso- J
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13
Mrs. Lawrence Dunn, Miss Hattie eiation for this cause, spoke of that j
Dunn and Mrs. Arthur Elliot are at organization’s keen interest and desire
THESE DANCES WILL BE HELD EVERY THURSDAY EVENING
tending the Festival in Portland this to continue to co-operate in every way.
8enefit of the R. H. Counce Hose Co.
week.
and mentioned that the entertainment
DANCING FROM 8:00 TO 11:15
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Brazier have which was to have been given in con
returned from a motor trip which in nection with the County Fair will
Admission:
Gents, 50c; Ladies. 20c.
dued Portland. Boston and the White probably | be given the first of next
Mountains.
•month: also that a mass meeting will

THOMASTON

DANCE

1921.

- Every-Other-Day

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.

WOHEN WANTED

THOMASTON, ME.

•«

New Outings, first quality 15c, 19c
New Blankets from . $2.50 pair up
40-in. Cotton ......................... 121.>c yd.
Chewy Chase Dresses..............$1.49
Sport Hats, all colors..................$1.39
Reduction on Children’s Dresses.
New line of toys and gifts.

Sweet Grass
prices.

Goods

at

AT SARDINE FACTORY
DEEP SEA FISHERIES, INC.
114tf

reduced

Agent for Edison Disc Phonographs
and Records. -

ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM

To Let

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.
Circulating Library.

Main Street, Corner Llmerock
Head of Railroad Wharf
Cor. South Main and Mechanic
PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
Tillson Avenue
Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
No portrait is so completely satlsMain Street, Corner North
fyinu as one laude by a professional
Pleasant Street. Corner Orange
photographer. • Be photographed
Main Street, Corner Park
this year for Christ ntas. but try to
Broad Street, Corner Grace
get your sittings made before Dec.
Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
1st.
Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
•
45—Middle Street, opp. Fern.
PHONE, 33-11
46 Main Street at Rankin Block
48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
49 Camden and Front Streets
Iiuma. He will make, thu trip with 51 Head of Cedar Street
Mrs. A. II. Philbrock who has bin'll 52 West Meadow Road
visiting ,ier pa’cuts !n Damariscotta. 53 Cainden Street near F. B. Church

Mrs. (trover C. Wotton visited her
mother in Thomaston last week.
Earl Young hits returned to Had
donfield after spending the summer
here as chauffeur for the school.
Capt. and Mrs. E. A. Tolman enter
tained the following persons Sunday:
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Carver of Kansas,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bobbins, Mr. and
Mrs. C. D. Perry, Mr and Mrs. Harry
Flint and son Gordon of ltoeklund.

LIBERTY
Owing to the short hay crop many
farmers v.-ill dispose uf their thin cat
tle this fall. W. M. LITTLE CO.,
Rockland, are buying such stock for
earners.—adv.
120-121

TO LET- Furnished apartment five rooms,
kitchenette and bath. Most desirable location.
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main Street
Tele
phone 77.______
_
120-122
TO LET—One large front rqpm, first floor,
electric lights and use of bathroom. Will let
reasonable for the winter, ipontlis.
Call at
THIS OFFICE________________________120-tf

TO LET—Furnished house with hot and eo'd
water, on car line. Address G. E. WILSON,
Thomaston. Me. Tel. 168 13
118-12<
TO LET— Lodging house , tenement oier
Mitchell store, corner Park arid .Main streets.
Ten rooms and bath, steam heated. Apply to
K. B. MacALLISTER. Rockland. Me.
ll»-tf
TO LET—Rooms for light housekeeping, part
ially furnished. X FOWJ STREET
11X*12U
TO LET A modern flat with sun porch,
living room, bedroom. bat,liroom, kitchenette,
breakfast loom, electric lights, electric stove,
electric hot water heater, hot air furnace;
furnished with antique furniture No. 3 Grove
street. X. K. COBB or E. C. DAVIS.

CEDAR SHINGLES
Another carload of those nice
Cedar Shingles expected dally
and there is still a few left from
the first car. I have sold my farm
on Beechwood street, and will open
up a lumber yard in Thomaston,
corner of Gleason and Roxbury
streets, directly back of the High
School building, where I will stock
up as fast as I can secure the lum
ber, and I will be pleased to receive
your orders; If I don’t have what
.you want, I will tjqy and set it for
'you.
Your patronage is solicited.
Respectfully yours,

TO LET—Somebody ti needing a bouse or
rooms Advert tee yours In this column and
you’ll ret an application Immediately.
3-tf

TO LET—STORAGE—Tor furniture, ntorea.
end mualcal lnatnimeuta or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terma reasonable.
J 3 Tl.TK, 2*1 Main Be. ltochlawl
4WT
J. H. SIMONTON’S CIDER MILL—Will make

cider for the public Tuesdays and Fridaya for
the rest of the season.
110-tf
NOTICE—Clarence Lamson formerly employ,
cd at A M Moody’s repair shop, has oiienod
an automobile repair aliop under the name of
LAMSON BROTHERS, 254 Main St. All work
guaranteed
110*12:
LAODERS— If you want an Extension Ladder
or an ordinary ladder give me your order: also
wood rollers for roller skates. I am prepared
to do furniture repairing at reaaonablc prtcea.
F. A. .IOOST. 73J Main St.
Ua-tf

W. J. ROBERTSON
CARPENTER & BUILDER
Tel. 26-4.
Thomaston, Mg.

1#6 tf

EVERYBODY’S COLUMN

Don't .rub
9

- - «r< /

Is any one else
doing what
Mrs. Emily Morton
was? ^Mrs. Morton, who wrote us this letter, at first failed to soak her clothes accord
9

ing to the directions below. Now that she is soaking them she gets the same
wonderful results with Rinso as her neighbors do.
Among the thousands of enthusiastic letters we have received about Rinso
t ere ave been a few like Mrs. Morton’s raising some question about its use.
fVe are giving on this page all the questions we have received and our
answers. If any other woman has any question, won’t she write us?
Should I dissolve Rinso
boiling water first?

m

Question:

Should I dissolve Rinso in boiling
water first or pour it right into the tub from
the package?”

Answer:

You will get a much richer, soapier
suds if you dissolve Rinso in boiling water,
according to the directions below, before
pouring it into your tub.

Answer: No, Rinso is made especially for the regular
family wash. Silks, woolens, and the very fine sheer
fabrics should be washed in Lus.

of Rinso must be used to get a good, rich, soapy suds.
Try U3ing % or even a full package to a tub.

LADIES—Sellable stock at hair goods at th*
Hair Store. 336 Mata St
Mall or
ders aollelted
HELEN C. RHODES
l»-»

Can I use Rinso in my
washing machine?

Question: ” Do I have to use any other soap when I
use Rinso?”
Answer: No. Soak the clothes with Rinso as directed
below and the dirt will all come out and leave the
clothes spotlessly clean. No other soap is needed.

Question: “I have a washing machine. Can I uge
Rinso in it?”
Answer: Rinso is the ideal soap product for washing
machines. With it you don’t have to do any rubbing
—not even the most badly soiled spots. Follow the
regular directions given' beiow. After soaking the
clothes, wring them into machine full of hot water
to which has been added enough fresh Rinso solu
tion to make a good suds. Operate machine and
wring clothes. No other eoap product is needed
when Rinso is used.

Should I use Rinso
on silks?

Does hard water make
any difference?

Question:
I have been using Rinso for over a year
for all my regular wash. I .would never have believed
it possible to get clothes clean without rubbing. I
have never used it on my husband’s silk shirts or on
ray own silk things. Would it be all right? ”

Question: “ I have used Rinso for nearly a month. It
makes the work easier but I still have to rub quite a
little. I use it according to directions—half a package
to a tub of clothes. The water is very hard here. Do
you suppose that has anything to do with it?”
Answer: Yes, when the water is hard, a larger amount

WANTED Expericnevd Finnish woman wauls
housework. Address ”1. L.” It. F. I). 1. Box
TO. Warren. Maine.
120*122
WANTED—List your property with us. We
are having calls for homes from $1500 to
Oil. Write E. J. SMITH. Real Estate. Buckland, Maine
120-122
WANTED—Coopers to make apple barrels; d
flat hoops. TELEPHONE 16T-5
120*122
WANTED—Steady work or odd Jobs
Any
thing from wood chopping to liousedca^hg. No
clock watcher. Drop a card to L. P. NEWBERT. 3 Brewster Street, City.
120*
WANTED—Painting to do—houses or any
thing. Prices reasonable. Inquire of HART &
W1THAM. 2 Willow St.. Rockland.
120*122
WANTED—Men to solicit orders for fruit aud
niamcntal trees, roses, shntbs, etc. Part or
full time. Pay weekly. (((’AKER HILL NI’B.SERIE.S. Newark, New York State.
120*11>.
WANTED Firemen, Brakemen. beginn.-rs
150, later $250 monthly; (which posi ion?).
Write RAILWAY, care Courier-Gazette. 120’125
WANTED—By refined lady. i»osition as house
keeper for refined middle-aged gentleman. Refrecce given. MYRA HUBBARD, Bucksport,
Me.
120*122
WANTED- Late model Ford roadster. Must
be cheap for cash, A. M. P PEARSON. Wal120*125
doboro, Maine.

Rinso is made by the makers of Lux. It loosens and
dissolves the dirt from <^en the heaviest pieces of the
weekly wash, without injury to a single fabric.
Don't rub your youth away. Get Rinso today from
your grocer or any department store. Lever Bros. Co.I
Cambridge, Man.

WHEN IN

BOSTON-Story

tssue

of

Tbs

Ccurier-Cazette Is on sale by the Old South

News Co., Washington Rt opposite foot of
School
Ca’l around and Ret a oopy of tha
paper with the borne news.
»»-“

For Sale
FOR SALE—3-room house, small garden,
good location.
FOR SALE—Double tenement house near Park
street $1000 down, balance on easy t^rms.
FOR SALE—Modern house, Tot 150x90
;»
rooms downstairs, 4 rooms upstairs with bath.
Hardwood floors; barn 30x20.
TOR SALE On Limerock street. 6 rooms and
good lot. Will sell reasonable.
FOR SALE—Good house at Highlands at a
bargain. •
<
FOR SALE—6-room house, hot water heat.
1500 down, balance easy payments.
FOR SALE—Nice dwellfing with about 2«
acres of land.
FOR SALE—At South Thomaston. 8 acres
nd nice set of buildings. Also one house
very reasonable.
ROBERT COLLINS
Real Estate aed Insurance
375 Main Streets
119-121
Telephene 77.

FOR SALE - An L. C. Sinltli typewriter. No.
Good trade if sold immediately. CALL 118-R.
118*120

WANTED—-Second-hand doors 2ft. Gin by
FOR SALE—Ford touring car, 1920 model.
6ft. 6in Must be in good condition. E. H.
First class condition. Fan be seen at Five’s
pniLBRK'K. 10 Adams .Street
118*120
Garage
FRANK A WHITE._______ 120*122
WANTED-To buy a farm for spot cash;
FOR SALE—3 room house. 33 New County
must be cheap. B. A. PRATT. Brattleboro. Road; also room double house, 81 New County
t. Care Spofford Stage.
118*120
Road. On car Vine Place for garden. EtS.V
WANTED We want u lady or gentleman terms. Inquire MRS. LILLIAN BICKNELL, In
120*123
agent to handle city trade in Rockland and graham Hill. Tel 3.7-M.
other vacant cities. This is a wonderful opporFOR SALE—Brass bed. Inquire at 30 MA
unity as you will be retailing the genuine SONIC STREET. Rockland._________ 120*122.
R. Watkins Products, including Watkins
FOR SALE—303 Savage and 32 Special Win
Cocoanat Oil Shampoo. Garda Face Powder,
Fruit Drinks and over 137 other products. Write Chester Rifles A. W. RICHARDS, 7 Bay View
today for free sample and particulars. THE Square, or I. L. Snow & Co’s Boiler Shop.
119*121
It. WATKINS CO . Dcpt. 6t». New York,
N. Y.
118*121.
FOR SALE—Nine-room house lighted.by elec
WANTED-Chamber maid and kitchen girl tricity. Cook stove connected with heater. Car
WINDSOR HOUSE. Myrtle St , Rockland. 117-tf pet.' left on floors; also barn for sale 115
MAIN STREET, Rockland.
119*121
WANTED Plain sewing, children’s clothes
FOR SALE—A parlor stove in good condi
specialty.
MRS ELLEN WARDWBLL. 30
tion. C. W. PROCTOR, 39 Grove St. 118120
Granite Street. Tel. 528-12.
17*2:
WANTEO—Girls, women and boys. Steady
position; light, simple work. Good chance for
whole family. Experience unnecessary. PAR
AGON BUTTON CORPORATION. Waldoboro.
Maine. Tel. 37.
116-124
WANTED—A competent woman for general
housework in family of three. MRS. F. J.
BICKNELL, 12 Knot Street

WANTED

Is any other soap needed
with Rinso?

MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, Picot Edge Cotered Buttons, Button Holes, Accordion Plait
ing. Narrow Knife and Side Platting. Orders
promptly filled.
PHYLLIS E. TOLMAN, 10
Leland Street. Tel. 270-J.
110*123

Rockland

Wanted

your youth away'

ROCKLAND’S SHOW PLACE—Early Ameri
can Furniture and Antlquea.
Your visit to
Maine is not completo unless you opend si
least two hours in thia new shop.
Building
40x60—three (toon full to ovorflowlng with
antiques
COBB A PAVIS, 115 North Main
Street. (Call Mr. Davis at Fuller-Cobb-Datls'
Department Store.
Kt-tf

aston.

111-tf

Waitress at KNOX HOTEL. Thom
107 tf

WANTED—35 shaggy cate and

JOE
and female. Hlgheit prices paid.
KANLETT. Bockillle. Me Tel.
“ * 352-14

^8
15!/

Inquire of
FOR SALE—Nice Avrshirc Cow
118-123
L. A MILLS. North Haven. Mo.
FOR SALE—A cosy 10-room house with
stable, two hen houses which will nccommeuVn 100 liens- two lots of land, l»oti» lots In
sewer; buildings all in good repair; three
minutes from car line; will be sold at a bar
gain if sold at once as owner is leaving town.
For further particulars inquire at THIS OFFICE.
118*120

FOR SALE—House with barn adjoining on
Beech street, Rockport. 200 rods of laud; 31
fruit trees, and small fruit. Good garden spol.
Inquire of ISAAC E. ITHAM, Beech Street.
Rockport.
118-123

WANTED—Chefs, oooks, waitresses,
ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
It and 2 and • aud 7
MRS HAWLEY, 7C4 good workor.

High 8L, Bath,

Me

Tel. T25

llHMf

118-tf

FOR SALE—1« casks hair mortar for plaster
ing, freshly mixed, at a bargain. TEL 472-6.

MuceUaneou*
MAGAZINES—Back to pre-war prices. Todies*
Home Journal was $2.00, now $1.50. Saturday
Evening Post was $2.50. now $2.00. Country
Gentleman, $100. Renewals and new subibers soltclted. Call 35-3. FRED E 11AR
DEN, 566 Old County Road
120-122
NOTICE—This is to notify all persons that
I will pay no bills contracted by my wife,
Helen L Weed, after this date. Raymond P.
Weed. Rockland, Me., Oct. 7, 1921.
119*121
VEGETABLES FOR WINTER-Splendid Tur
nips, $1.00 j>er bu. .Hubbard Squash. 3 cents
por lb. l’ie Pumpkins, 2 cents lb. Potatoes,
$1 50 per bu All delivered. Drop postal to
LUKE It. BREWSTER, Box 74. It. B. Rockland.
Maine.
118*121
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 31684 and the owner
of said book asks for duplicate in accordance
with the provision of the State Law. ROCK
LAND SAYINGS BANK, by E. D. Spear. Treas.
Rockland. Me.. Oct. 6. 1921.________ 118Th24
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call »t UtU office ted
eurntne stylet
If you already hart a plate
ring It. In and let us print you cards In latest

size

Or would trade for Ford car.
C. E. GROTTON, Rockport. Tel. 14-3. Camden.

THE COITRTLB-GAZETTE»-t<

or women to take orders
among friends and neighbors for tlie genuine
guaranteed hosiery, full line for men, women
and children. Eliminates darning. We pay
75c an hour spare time, or $36 00 a w eek for
full time Experience unnecessary. Write IN
THRNATIONAL STOCKING MILLS, Norris
town. Pa.
38Ttf
WANTED—Men

Lost and Found.
LOST—Somewhere

in center of city, lady
Montauk wrist watch, attached to black ribbon
Reward if left at 31 PLEASANT ST.
120-122
LOST—Hat box containing two hats, on road
between Feyler’s stable, Thomaston, and Ed
Vose’s, North Cushing. GRACE MALONEY
Pleasant Point. Me.
120*122

t-or Sal*

118*120

FOR SALE—Second-hand tarred ropeyarh.

good for bunching staves or edgings, 5c lb. See
FOREMAN Nortltfnd Barrel Factory. 118*120
FOR SALE—An L. C. Smith typewriter No.
Good* trade is sold immediately. Call 118-R.
118-tf

FOR SALE—Two female fox terrier puppies
4 months old—thoroughbred. BERNARD R.
SMALLEY. Tenant’s Harbor. Tel. 11-22. 17-19
FOR SALE—First class cauliflower at rea
sonable price. 38 CHESTNUT ST. Tel. 723-M.
116
FOR SALE—50 high bred R. 1 Red cockerels;
price $1.50, $3 00, $5 00. $R.«o per bird; 6
months old. C. E. WARD, South Thomaston,
Me.
117-141
FOR SALE—Birch edgings for kindling coal
$2 00 per foot fitted. Cheaper by cord. SOUTH
EXP WOOD 1 ARl), C. F. Prescott. Mgr.. Tel.
462-.1.
115*126
xFOR SALE-1621 Clet«land Touring C«r.
driven only :>0#0 miles A barystn for c*»h
Inquire at The Couricr-Gatette office. MRS. A.
T fHLt.SROOK
llS-tf
FOR SALE—Strip of taad running from Ik*

■ VI. XvgTOeAwtaw*
town road to Oeorcu river.
Beautlfal >“»*Boating, fiahlng tad
tion for numrnrr cottage. Bo
Ire MI98 BVA E
bathing facllttlea
Inquire
“
• •
TO!BREY
F.Y. Tenant
Harbor

't

FOR SALE—Two fire passenger cars, cheap,
and in perfect running condition.
1’. 0. STARBETT. Wafren. Me.

Good tin*.

1*t-H
FOR SALE—FARM—6(1 acres, 14 mowing,
the balance wood and pasture, good buildings
Situated at Crescent Reach on tiie shore of
I'onubscnt Bay. Would make a fine summer
home. Price reasonable to close an estate. Ap
ply to ♦’LOYD L. SHAW. Kockland. Me.
100-tf
FOR SALF—Aux. sloop boat ta damaged ooo-

ditlon caused by fire, a good buy tor man whs
can repair boat himself himself. Inquire JL B.
HIRO CO. 4 Camden fit., lockland, lit.
(2-tt

FOR SALE—Estate sultablo for hospital. 14
room house. Barn room for 4 cars; 3 acres
on car line; 5 minutes by auto. Write E
SMITH. Real Ewute. Rockland
120-122
FOR SALE—'Household furnishings of all
kinds, at MRS. T. C. DICKENS', 19 Trim 8t„
Cainden. Tel. 23-3.
126-125
FOR SALE—Fay and Bowen engine, twocylinder, 716 h. p, complete and In perfect
-order with clutch, wheel shaft and muffler.
6106 SENAS C IU RCE8S, Yinalhaxen. Me.

ui»ro

FOR SALE- The Nelson fam
Ncrthphrt,
-------------_^ growth
th; piSug
25 acre*
and « acres of young
of wood.
Splend
id sit
uation fn
d.
Bplendld
altnatton
tor a_
a
home. Addresa DICOY-KMOWMOM
fast. Me

mbm

FOR SALE—Second hand Chlekerlng
grund^giano; rosewood case. Inquire

75 Cedar street.

&

FOR SALE—Long and fitted hard weed, fitted
mill wood, hard wood llmhe, and fireplace t
delivered.
T .1 CARROLL, residence
Warren; V. O. Theaaatcn.
Tai.
w-p,
. . .

Every-Other-Day
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In Social Circles
In addition u> personal Bote* recording d»parturea and arrivals, thia department especial
ly desires Ihlormation of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
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TELEPHONE .................................................... 77#

The Country Club’s social season Is
ecbvduled to begin on Oct. 18, with
open house, under direction of the
bouse committee. Cards will be the
afternoon amusement, beginning at
2.30 o’clock, with a .supper at 8.30 fol- ;
lowed by dancing. The usual prices—
and members will be desired to make
reservations in good Henson for both
afternoon and
faming.
Fred
A..
Thorndike. chairman of the house
committee, has for hia lieutenant
Rimer C. DavLs and an active group of.
ladies for assistants, under whose j
supervision the club’s social season of j
1821-22 is likely to prove highly suc
cessful.

'ALUMINUM
&PBQIAU DEMONSTRATION
y

—and—

Wales

The Congregational women will !
nerve a circle supper Wednesday even- ,
log.
Mrs. V. F. Studley returned Satur
day from Brockton fair and a Boston
visit.

Dresses

Mrs. A. H. Joses is home from a six
weeks visit in Massachusetts—at Dux
bury and Boston.
Miss Hazel B. Wellman Is having
her annual vacation from the W. H.
Clover Co.’s office, and is spending it
in Boston and New York, accompanied
by Mrs. E. H. Seeklns of this city.

Mrs. G. L. Crockett is in Brunswick
today, attending the second annual
meeting of the Maine League of Wom
en Voters, which Is being held at the
Codman House. Among the speakers
scheduled for this meeting are Mrs.
Maud Wood Park, president of the
National League of Women Voters;
Miss Katharine Ludington, New Eng
land director; and Miss Mabel Connor,
chairman of the Maine League.
Mrs. Alice Tibbetts and daughter,
Mrs. A. B. Brown are attending the
Maine Music Festival in Portland this
week.
Mrs. A. B. Clement of Waterville,
accompanied by her brother and wife,
D. E. Sheldon of Providence, were the
guests of Mrs. Clement’s son, Reginold Sheldon Clement, a few days last
week. Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon have
been touring Maine, vtsiting relatives
in Augusta, Waterville and Vlnalhaven. They leave Rockland Wednesday
for Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Hellier are
In. Portland for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H Ingraham
were In Portland Thursday and Fri
day. Mr. Ingraham has been reap
pointed a member of the State Board
of Arbitration and C'oncllation, by
Governor Baxter, for three years, and
Is Chairman of the Hoard.

Mrs. Edgar Pinkham, at Portland,
who has been the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham, after visiting
her father. Mr. Young, in Warren, is
now istoppdng with friends in Rock
port, where she formerly Hved.
Mr, and Mrs. Floyd L. Shaw are
visiting relatives in Troy, Me., and the
former has bagged partridge and rab
bits on several gunning trips.

George A. Wooster and John Simp
son have gone to Wilson Pond for two
weeks of gunning.

Saturday, October 15
We will show on this day in addition to our big stock of these
dresses a complete sample line of the very latest numbers.

We take pleasure in showing the new models. Orders taken for
any of the sample numbers shown by the representative.
Sizes 14, 16, 18, 20, 36 to 44.
Junior sizes 13, 15, 17.

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

DANCE
FRIDAY NIGHT
ODD FELLOWS HALL
SCHOOL STREET

By Canton Lafayette
120-121

Miss Alice Ames of Matlnicus was In
Ralph E. Doherty and Miss Mabelle
the city this morning, on her way to Emmons Haskell were united In mar
Billerica, Mass., where she will spend riage Sunday afternoon at the First
the winter.
Baptist parsonage, 134 Talbot avenue,
Rev. B. P. Browne officiating. Friends
The Dorcas Club met with Mrs. of the bride and groom were in attend
Annie Simmons, Middle street, yester ance.
day.
t
Mrs. Helen S. Collins of Salem,
Mrs. Emery B. Howard and Miss Mass., who has been spending the
Hazel Hardy were hostesses last night summer In Belfast, returns there teat a utility shower, at Mrs. Howard’s dlay after a week’s visit with her sis
home, for Miss Doris Perry. The rooms ter Mrs. Mary E. Messer. North Main
were gaily decorated with red berries. street
After a delicious supper a huge pall
in the living-room was filled to over
At the annual meeting of the Wom
flowing with beautiful and useful gifts. an’s Association of the Congregational
The guests were Mrs. Clarence Shaw, Church. Oct. 5, officers for the coming
Mrs. Fred C. Black, Mrs. Harold Con year were elected: President, Mrs. J.
non. Mrs. Ernest House, Mrs. Harrison F. Cooper; vice president. Mrs. Elonia
MacAlman, Mrs. William S. Healy, Mrs. Tuttle; secretary, Mrs. E. S. LevenBenjamin C. Perry, Jr'., Mrs. Albert saler; treasurer. Mrs. Alan Bird; Mrs.
Peterson and Misses Edna MacAUister, Geo. W. Foster and Mrs. J. E. Stevens,
Dorothy Holbrook, Carrie Fields, Ma hospitality and church aid; Mrs. II. A.
rlon Brewster, Flora Kirkpatrick and Buffum. Mrs A. C. Hahn, Mrs. A. E.
Doris Perry.
Keyes and Mrs. Robert Collins, relief
committee. The first circle supper of
Mrs. W. F. Pratt has gone to Spring- the season will be held tomorrow night,
Mrs. John I. Snow, Mrs. W. A. Hill,
Held for a month's visit.
•MB*
Mrs. W. S. Rounds, Mrs. Alfred E.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T Thurston motored Keyes, Mrs. Robert U. Collins, Mrs.
to Farmington and spent the wekend Ladd, Mrs Fred Clark, Mrs. Pendleton
with Mrs Thurston’s parents, Mr. and and Mrs. L. B. Mortland being the
committee in charge of the supper.
Mrs. H. P. White.
The association has pledged the usual
■ Mrs. Carrie Burpee Shaw and Mrs. financial support to the church and
Winifred Fales left on the Sunday will immediately begir sewing for the
morning train, called to New York by poor, and will have as its advisor and
distributor Miss Dorothy Snow. Re
the illness of E. M. Shaw.
alizing that many deserving people In
Black duck and woodcock formed the the city will need assistance the com
hagls of a delightful picnic supper ing winter, who will not ask or accept
given last night at the Country Club charity, the ladies are planning to hold
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Montoro R. a rummage sale of warm and useful
Pillsbury of Portland. There were 25 articles at prices within the reach of
guests.
After supper auction was all. Mrs. Arthur L. Orne will be chairplayed, the women's prizes being taken •an of missions and Rev. Mr. Rounds
by Mrs. Alan L. Bird, Mrs. B. B, has consented to act as leader.

I

PERSONL
A ,G|efG63
6.. 6..6..
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. W. Burpee have
returned from their visit in Malden,
Mass.

here. Mr. Packard’s «ir
mileage of 1600.

showed

1

One-piece hollow steel, non-rust
handle with thumb-notch, and eye
for hanging. Always cool.

4

Tightly rolled sanitary bead, free
from dirt-catching crevices.

5

Rich, lustrous, silvery Mirro finish.

6

Famous Mirro trade mark.

Strong, flat-headed rivets keep the
handle firm and secure.

Smooth, rounded edges are easily

cleaned.

Your

guarantee of excellence.

Get your sauce pan at the special price
of 49c today. The supply is limited.

confetti and much hilarity. They will
be at home to their friends at their
home on Montgomery street after Oct.
17.

SEE THEM IN OUR OAK STREET WINDOW

HE

E. C .Moran and family have closed
DORMAN-WEST
their cottage at Ingraham Hill, and
Wilmer J. Dorman and Sara Edit'i
are again occupying their residence on
West, both well known and popular
Beech street.
a
residents of Belfast, were married at
Miss Lucy Karl Is attending Maine noon Oct. 1. in Boetosi at the New Old
Music Festival In Portland.
Before South (Congregational) hurch by the
returning she will visit in Rendgemere, pastor, Rev. Albert Dunning, D. D.
N. II.. and with her uncle. A. W. Rich They are now on a trip to Quebec.
ards, will motor through the White Montreal and other places of interest
and will be in Belfast by the middle of
Mountains.
the month. They will then be at home
Mr. and Mrs R. M. Packard re In their attractive residence, formerly
turned the last of the week from a the Woodcock house on Ohurch street,
mlotor trip to Quebec and Montreal, on which they have renovated and hand
which, they were accompanied by Mr. somely furnished with many antiques.
and Mrs. John Stewart of Bangor. Mrs. Dorman resigned as secretary to
Favored by a very euiierlor brand of the postmaster in Boston to prepare
autumn weather they visited all of the for her marriage. Mr. Dorman re
show places in the two Canadian signed as treasurer of the Belfast Sav
cities, and on the homeward journey ings Bank and is now connected with
came by the way of the Adirondacks the local shoe factory. A large num
and Mrs. Packard’s 'former home in ber of friends extend congratulations
Lenox, Maas., where four days were and best wishes.—Belfast Journal.
spent.
The party was joined in Mr. Dorman’s Rockland friends partic
Springfield by Miss Platt, who re ularly his Masonic brethen, add con
turned after spending the weekend gratulations.
a

“Earth-LlohL"
In studying the amount of light In
Mrs. Clarence. A. Whitney and son the sky on a starlit night, one scien
have returned from a week’s visit in tist has reached the Interesting con
Orono.
clusion that the luminosity of the sky
a»w
Is caused partly by direct starlight
RISING-JOYCE
and partly by some other source of
An event of much interest and pleas light. This latter he proposes to call
ure to their many friends took place at "earthllght," and he suggests that It
the home of Mr. and Mrs Roscoe may'be due to a permanent aurora
C. Joyce at Atlantic, Swan's Island,
attending the earth. The light Is var
Friday evening, when they gave their
daughter Myrtis B„ In marriage to iable, not only on different nights, but
Everett W. Rising of Rockland. The at different hours of the same night
bridal party stood beneath an arch of He has found It to be from seven to
evergreen, interspersed with wild red fifteen times the amount of meaji star
berries. The bride was beautifully light, but It Is believed that thia ratio
dressed hi whit© georgette and wore Is exceptional, and does not prevail
a bridal veil with oriange blossoms. everywhere. Some observations Indi
She carried a cluster of cosmos. The cate that the light had Its origin close
room was filled with relatives and
guests, who hold the bride and groom to the surface of the earth. It has
in high esteem and wish them a long been suggested that It may have a
happy fife. Rev. II. H. Hathaway, similar origin to that of the light emit
pastor on Swan’s Island, officiated, ted by the coma of a comet
using the single ring service.
At the cilose of the wedding sendee
Worth Loae Than a Cent
a delegation from Old Harbor, with
Most persons do not know that Un
the help of some of the Atlantic
friends, gave the couple a good sere- cle Sam coins farthings, Vo* he does,
ents were given by other friends, in- and millions of them. They represent
sented them with a set of. sliver half a cent. Oddly enough, while made
kndve and forks. Many useful pres of exactly the same materia) as the
ents were given by other ffriends, in bronze cent—95 per cen‘ capper snd
cluding sliver and a dinner set. Ice 5 per cent tin end zinc—they are
cream, coke and lemonade were much larger than the c«t piece. The
served. The bride and groom are both
graduates of Rockland High School, latter weighs 48 grains, the farthing
where several of the Swan’s Island 80 grains. All the farthlncs, how
girls find their sweethearts. Mr. and ever, are mode for ctrcnlntioB. not In
Mrs. Rising left early the next morn this country, where they are not ac
ing for Portland for a short visit, after ceptable as money, but In the “Philip
which they will return to Rockland, pines. They are csl'ett ■•'centavos,”
where they will make their home.
and the reason they are of a bigger
size than the cent piece la. to be found
•tat
In the fact that the Ffflplnos are ac
THOMAS—MOODY
customed to good-sized coppers and
An attractive autumn wedding was like them better.
solemnized Saturday evening, when
Shirley H. Moody and Herbert K.
Do You DO It? If SO, Why?
Thomas were united In marriage by
Rev. B. P. Browne at their home in
Ever see a man arise to leave a
Warren. The double ring service was street car, then turn around and care
used. The couple were attended by fully feel all his pockets and give a
Miss Doris Moody and Percy Moody final glance toward his seat td see
of Nobleboro, cousins of the bride.
The bride was becomingly dressed In that he has not dropped anything
white net, trimmed with white satin, there? That Is the sign of either a
while the bridesmaid was clad in pink careful or an erperieuoed man. Many
georgette. The. marriage was per street car riders never leave a seat
formed under an arch of yellow and Without carefully examining the spot
white chrysanthemums, from which where they had been sitting. Some do
was suspending a white wedding bell. it because the habit has grown on
The bouse was attractively decorated them. Then there Is another class of
with bouquets of red berries and pine
travelers who always do IL They are
and white dahlias.
The couple were the recipients of the ones who remember a sad expert
very many useful and pretty presents, ence when they left some valuable
including silver, cut glass, money, and heirloom In a train and never recov
electrical appliancos. After light re ered’' It; or when a purchase for the
freshments were served, the couple Mfe had been left on the seat.—Now
left by automobile amid a shower of York Sun.
z

•

These convenient, durable, Mirro Aluminum Sauce Pans are
of the size most used in every household. They are the standard
quality Mirro pans which would regularly retail at $1.10.
Here are the six special features of this bargain-price pan:
Like all other Mirro Aluminum cooking utensils, these Sauce
Pans are made from pure aluminum, rolled again and again in
Mirro mills, to give them the hard, dense qualities which insure
their long-lasting service.

The Betty Wales Dresses are acknowledged to be one of the
leading makes on the market, perfect in fit, beautiful in design, ma
terial of the finest kind.

Moses Bradstreet Perkins, headmas Smith and Mrs. J. Fred Knight: the
ter of the Abbott School, at Farming- men's prizes by George B. Wood, Glenn
ton accompanied by his wife was in A. Lawrence and C. IL Duff.
Rockland Sunday.
Sunday afternoon relatives and
Miss Elizabeth Donohue of Thomas friends of Elmer E. Brown. Masonic
ton is having a vacation from the John street, dropped In to celebrate that
gentleman's birthday, and although
Bird ompany.
the affair was rather Informal It was
Henry G. Wall left today for Tops none the less enjoyable. Refreshments
ham, where he will attend the fair were served and a beautiful birthday
meantime visiting his sister, Mrs. Har cake was much admired an enjoyed.
It was a matter of regret to some of
vey Given in Brunswick.
the party that the event should have
- Little Dorothy, daughter of Mr. and fallen upon Sunday, but the gentleman
,11 have other birthdays—and then on
Mrs. E. B. Howard, entertained twelve
of her friends Saturday afternoon in with the dance!
honor of her first birthday. The babies
were Stuart MacAlman, Robert Hills,
Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Furbush of Attle
Charlotte Staples, Ruth Rhodes, Grant boro Falls, Mass., who have been visit
Davis, Kathleen Chase, Clarence Peter ing Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Spear, returned
son, Dorothy Smith, Richard Havener, home Monday.
Barbara Derry, Marion Emerson and
Katherine Black.
Wednesday evening will occur the
first social gathering of the season of
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Carver and Miss the First Baptist church, when mem
Ida Barker of Pratt, Kansas, are spend bers and friends will sit down to sup
ing the week with Mr. and Mrs. Walter per in the parlors at 6.30. From 6 to
Robbins, Crescent street, and Thurs 6.30 an informal reception will be ten
day the party will motor to the Tops dered Rev. Willard L. Pratt of Boston,
ham Fair. Monday Mr. and Mrs. Rob former pastor of the church. Follow
bins had as guests Mrs. Phil Johnson ing supper the people will assemble in
of Detroit and Miss Aurora Randall of the auditorium at 7.30 to elect church
Vinalhaven. Tomorrow they will en officers and .to hear an address by Mr.
tertain Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes, Pratt. Many old friends are looking
Mrs. Cora Spaulding and Miss Olive forward to hearing him again and it
Gould of North Haven, and a motor is expected that a. large number will be
trip to Stockton Springs is in prospect.
i attenance at the roll-call.

__

This special introductory offer is made, by special arrangement
with the manufacturers, to acquaint you with the advantages of
Mirro Aluminum cooking utensils. We know once you use a
Mirro utensil, you will always be a Mirro user.

9:00 A. M. to 9:30 P. M.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
CARPET DEPARTMENT

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. Lizzie Merchant and Ethelyn
Stevens of Thomaston and Capt. John
Mesetvey of Providence, R. 1.. were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and .Mrs.
William Pratt. Jr., following which
the party rode through Martinsville,
Port Clyde and Glenmere, enjoying the
beauties of the fall season.

SOUTH THOMASTON
c
—
Mrs. Lizette Rollins is in Portland
for the week
While there sho will
attend the Festival.
The death of Elisha C. Calderwood
occurred at his home Friday afternoon.
Deepest sympathy is being extended
the bereaved family.
The people of our town who are not
church inclined are missing some very
good sermons, which are being given
by our pastor, Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh. Come once and you will come
again, many times, we feel sure. Last
Sunday's subject. "The Eventide of
Life," was t.ne of the best he has given
and we feel safe in saying that some
of the thoughts throughout in that dis
course will long remain with us.
Joshua Thorndike expects to leave
for St. Petersburg, Fla., the 17th of
this month.
Mrs. Richard llodsdon, who has been
spending the summer with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Green, re
cuperating after a long and serious
illness, returned to her home in Lynn,
Mass., Friday night.

Watermelon Is Native of Africa.
Although scientists disagree on Sts
early history, most historians are of
the opinion tbnt the American water
melon began life in Africa way back
before Columbuq found us. And they
further go on to say that It Is highly
probable that the fruit came over us
a stowaway, perhaps only some fugi
tive seeds, the only possession of some
savage black man captured by slavers
and chained down In the hold of a
vessel for the voyage to the New
World. The watermelon was a wild,
untutored thing In Its native land.
Two hundred thousand acres of land
are devoted to growing the fruit in
this country, mostly In Texas, Georgia
Dr. and Mrs. T. E. Tibbetts, accom
and Missouri. Next after the United panied by Mrs. Cora Whitman, who
States, Russia has been most addicted has been their guest, have motored to
to devouring watermelons.
Portland for the Maine Music Festival.

The Cow That Starved in Clover
A

certain cow, though pastured in bountiful meadow*, wu
attracted by the more tempting appearance of distant field*.

Shunning the abundance at hand, the wandered afar, always

finding the new spot* leu appetizing and leu plentiful, and

always leaving them untested for the new field* inviting her on.
- »
Growing hunger only spuned her on until finally, exhausted by
it, she fell to the sand* of a desert whence she never again arose.
People who shun the stores at home because of the allurement*

of those in larger town* often find themselves getting leu than

they expected. Get in the habit of seeing your local dealer first.
If he hasn't what you want, he will gladly get it.

You'll be

THREE-PIECE SUITS

Much In Evidence Among
Fall and Winter Models
Displayed In New York.
In the collection of fall and winter
models shown by the New'York Im
porters and dressmakers’ supply hous
es, interest was centered In the variety
of trimmings, lengths of skirts and cut
of sleeves. Practically all types of
gowns were exhibited, including cloth,
silk, velvet, lace and chiffon for street,
afternoon and evening wear.
Three-piece suits were much in evi
dence as were coat dresses, while twopiece suits and coats were noticeably
In the background. Prominence given
to dresses in the eoll-ctlon is attributed
to the fact that the houses exhibiting
cater to the high-class dressmaking
trade and these types of costumes are
better adapted to their needs than are
suits or tailored costumes.
Variety was featured In the threepiece suits In both materials and de
sign. For Instance, a model of Callot
rouge and black Georgette mounted
over black Georgette satin favored the
seven-eighths length coat. The bodice
of the model was straight and longwulsted with skirt part made circular
and flaring from the hips. A deep
shawl collar of flying squirrel added
richness to the costume.
A unique method of trimming was
Introduced in the bodice and sleeves of
the dress of this costume. It was of
one-quurter Inch picot edged black and
silver ribbon sewed on In a zigzag de
sign and large scroll motifs which
from a distance give the impression of
embroidery. The Callot rouge Geor
gette was set In strips running over the
shoulder and down the length of the
sleeve with this ribbon as a connecting
trimming to the body of the garment
which was black.
In striking contrast to the long grace
ful lines of the Georgette model was a
three-piece suit by Patou of blue Pelret
twill. In this creation a short flaring
Jacket and straight narrow skirt were
the dominating features. The fullness
of the coat was accentuated in the
method of trimming, which was devel
oped In small cross-stitch squares of
red wool with a center of black radiat
ing In two-inch striples from the collar
to the hem. The hem of the straight
narrow skirt of this costume was
slushed nnd bound with a narrow band
of red Georgette.
Still another variation of the threepiece suit was noted In a Lanvin model
of gray broadcloth with the coat in
straight line effect and hip length.
A wide, loose panel was draped Into
a wid£ belt at the hack, while at the
front a diagonal opening ran from a
high standing collar of fur to a bril
liant buckle of steel at the left side.—
Dry Goods Economist.

helping him to serve you better by helping him to make it pay.

The Merchant

TRADE AT HOME
Support- the Town that SupportsYou

WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE
IS

In the SUndstiN Clue
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THE OLD CEMETERIES

They

Require Constant Care
They Fall Into Neglect

Lest

Editor of the Courier-Gazette: —
There are hundreds of old neglected
cemeteries
scattered
throughout
Maine, some with a great many
graves, some with only one lone grave.
In the town of Liberty, on the high
way road leading from South Liberty
to the village, near the residence of
Horace Nash, is one of these very
old yards. In this neighborhood threequarters of a century ago lived many
prosperous farmers who took pride in
this then-called Cargill Cemetery, lab
er ('hanged to the Moody Cemetery.
The names of Cargill, Moody, Light,
Lermond, Overlock and Brown were
among the number who composed this
prosperous, God-fearing, law-abiding,
unselfish and happy people; but as the
years came and went these families
dwindled down or became extinct,
many moving to other towns or States,
until today but a very few of the
grand old families remain.
As a result, the old cemetery, where
sleep many of these noble dead, has
become almost forsaken and sadly
neglected. On my first visit I noticed
it was almost hidden from view by
bushes and trees. Many of the head
stones had fallen down and some of
them were broken. I stood for a few
moments buried in thought, for I
knew much of the past history of
these people. I pictured the scenes
of other days, when a large comfiany
iof people gathered there to deposit
their dead—it might be an old and
influential man, a Godly mother, or
perhaps a dear little babe who left
behind it broken hearts—and now all
forgotten.
I noticed one stone more than a
hundred years old; also the little
mounds, some without a marker, save
a stone from the fields, to show that
a human being slept there.
This fall I visited the place again.
Through the earnest efforts of Seth
T. Overlook of South Liberty, a few
people had gathered and cut the brush
and grass and righted up some of the
stones, which made a great change
for the better, but there is a large
amount of work that yet should be
done to honor these noble dead, by
further clearing up the yard, resetting
the broken stones, grading in places
and other much-needed work. Mr.
Overlook was assisted in this worthyundertaking by Frank and Llewellyn
Brown, all three giving their services.
Two others were hired to work by rel
atives who could not be present. Any
of these lots could be put in shape for
a very small amount of money, thus
honoring the memory of those buried
there—more than flowers at the fu
neral, or money sent to the Near’East
Relief or the Chinese Famine Fund;
and many like benevolences that are
daily calling for our consideration.
Tuesday evening a few gathered at
tl\e home of Mr. Overtook and per
fected an organization to systemat
ically care for this hallowed old spot.
Efforts are being mad? to raise a
small amount of money for. further
improvements.
The officers chosen
were, Albert F. Light, president, ad
dress Liberty, R. F. D.; Frank Brown,
vice president. Liberty R. F. D.; Seth
T. Overlock, secretary and treasurer.

Liberty R. F. D., to whom communi
cations and remittances should be
sent.
Perhaps some, interested in the wel
fare of the town, and especially in this
old cemetery, may chance to read
these lines. They are invited to com
municate with the secretary, who will
{gladly reply to inquiries. He will also
see that instructions sent him are car
ried out as closely as possible, and ex
pend judiciously any money entrusti ed to his care for making needed
repairs in the cemetery.
Non-Resident.

WARREN
Mrs. Charles Achorn, Mrs. Wilbur
Cross and Master William Cross of
Rockland were at Lester Dolham’s
Tuesday.
The Sisters of Crescent Temple are
requested to be present at the next
regular meeting Oct. 14.
The Circle of the Congregational
church will hold their regular supper
at the church parlors Oct. 13. The
housekeepers are: Edina Boggs, Iva
McKellar, Martha Spear and Hattie
Hahn.
Tom Mathews and family called on
Miss Rilla Piper in Thomaston Sun
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Elsworth Spear, Mrs.
Rhines and Al. Spear were in town
over Sunday to attend the funeral of
their sister.
The second annual Progressive
Teachers’ Meeting was held at the vil
lage schools last Friday. The rural
teachers met at the Malcolm Corner
Primary school at 8.30 where they
stayed until 9.45. All of the work was
interesting especially the ipostoffice
conducted by the first grade, the dra
matizing by the second, the examples
worked and explained as the work was
being done by the third grade, and the
soialized recitation in reading con
ducted by the fourth grade. The
teahers next went to the Grammar
School where a second profitable hour
was spent. The eighth grade was
talking of bills and discounts and ex
plained examples that had been
worked on the boards, the seventh
grade history, told interestingly of
our early- colonies, the eighth grade
geography talked on Europe, and the
seventh grade read from Turkington’s
'My Country" illustrating the meaning
of some of the words which were new
to them.. The last hour in the morn
ing the Intermediatte School was
visited. Both the fifth and sixth
grades were reciting and studying
“The Chambered Nautilus" by Holmes.
The sixth grade travelled over the New
England and Central States, a journey
which was enjoyed by teachers and
pupils. The last ten minutes was de
voted to a writing lesson. At one
o’clock the teachers met at the Hinck-.
ley Corner Primary School. Here the
Story telling and Busy4 work of the
first grade and the stories and poems
of the second grade were espcially intereting as was also the socialized
recitation in the third grade geography, and the fourth grade in general
and local geograprhy. The next meet
ing will be held early in November at
Oyster River school where each of the
experienced teachers will teach some
of the recitations, dividing the work of
the day or half day whichever is ar
ranged. This plan was recently car
ried out with success at a meeting
I held at Hawes school, Union.

ROCKPORT

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN

Mrs. Henry Stone and family left
ArnUat1ee pay Xov. 11, will be obMonday for Portland where Mr. Stone
jn this town. There will be a
is empoyed and where they will reside falr baby
j.incei et{.
Wa,ch
for the future. They have been <*’! for the program
cupying a part of what is known as
W. J. Billings left Tuesday for Gor
the William H. Thorndike place during
ham, whree he wil visit his daughter
the* summer.
Ruth who is attending Normal school..
Mr. and Mrs. William Philbrook are
Mrs. James Christie, who has been
guests of their daughter Mrs. Maynard
Ingraham in Lewiston for a few days. on an extended visit with relatives in
Portland, Boston and Barre, Vt.. will
The “C. F. Richards class" the return home this week.
“Dunaqua Society” and the ‘Til Try
Mrs. J. P. Moore entertained the
Band” were delightfully entertained
Friday evening at the home of Miss Apron Chib at her home Thursday.
Mrs. Charles Kittredge entertained
Vina Coffiin. It was the sentiment of
all present that this was one of the a company of friends at her home on
most enjoyable events of the season. Friday evening in honor of Mrs.
Refreshments of cake and cocoa were William Coid. Music by Mrs. M. - P.
served and Miss Coffin was presented Smith and recitations by Mrs. William
with a very fine fountain pen and Coid and Mrs. Grinnell were much en
joyed. A bountiful chicken supper
stationery.
. was served and a hearty good time was
Miss Clara ^Erickson is the guest of *pnjoj.e(| by all. Those present were:
her niece Mrs. Stanley Ireland in Mrs. M. P. Smith, Mrs. Charles Poole,
Mattawamkeag.
Mra George Gray and Elizabeth Gray.
Mrs. Annie R. Cook has returned to Mrs. Mary Arey, Miss Muriel Black,
Friendship after visiting Rev. and Mrs. Frank White, Mrs. Walter Lyford,
Mrs. Leigh at' the Methodist Parson Mrs. Harry Daily, Mrs. William Coid,
age.
Mrs. Grinnell, Mrs. Charles Kittredge.
Miss Eva Grotton was at home from Mrs. Abner Cooper and Mrs. George
Martinsville where she in teaching to Geary. Mrs. Coid left Saturday for
spend Sunday with her parents, Mr. Philadelphia whree Mr. Coid will Join
her later and they will make their
and Mrs. C. E. Grotton.
Thursday, Oct. 13 is the date of the home for the winter.
Rally Day at Union church SundayHarvest Supper to be served by the
Ladies’ Aid of the M. E church. The school was observed Oct. 9 with the
members of this organization have following program: Welcome song,
previously won a reputation for serv primary department; prayer, Rev. Mr.
ing excellent suppers which assures a Seliger; singing. "The Bible Forever,”
recitation, Dorothy Cobb;
liberal patronage and a successful school;
singing, Elizabeth Gray; recitation,
event.
Edwin Calderwood; recitation, Charlie
• • • •
Libby; singing, class of girls; sing
Herbert Ingraham was at home from ing, “Welcome, Welcome Baby Band,"
Bowdoin college to spend the weekend primary class; recitation, Annis Gross;
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. Enos Recitation, Mildred Smith; singing,
Ingraham.
•
"When the Roll is Called, school; rec
Miss Dorothy Robinson and Miss itation, Clyde Bickford;
recitation,
Margaret Upham and their classes Donald Johnson: singing, Like the
gave a reception to new members Sat Birds and Blossoms, school; remarks;
urday afternoon at the Baptist vestry and singing “America”
which was much enjoyed by the young
Mra. William Coid left Saturday for
people. The decorations of autumn Philadeuphia where she will spend the
leaves were very attractive.
Re winter.
freshments were served.
Mrs. A. C. Cooper went to Portland
Mrs. Magwood of Rochester, N. H. Wednesday.
Rev. Chares H. B. Seliger will attend
is the guest of her daughter Mrs. Ar
the convention in Auburn this week.
thur Burns.
Mrs. Phil Johnson, left for Detroit,
Mrs. Hattie Powers of North Deer
Mich., Monday, having spent two
Isle is a guest at Carleton W. Davis.
The Twentieth Century Club will be months with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
entertained at its first meeting of the Charles Shields. Enroute she will visit
season Friday afternoon of this week relatives in Boston.
Thursday evening j special meeting
at the home of Mrs. Mabel Withee.
Miss Effie Robarts has been at the of the Alumni Association, was held at
Silsby Hospital, Rokland for a few the home of Miss Evelyn Arey. It was
days. An operation was performed voted to purchase a Victrola for the
Saturday upon her throat from which High School building.
The "500” Club made its annual visit
she is recovering as rapidly as can be
to the Walls cottage last Saturday.
expected
Mrs. Harry Wilson has returned
Will York who was in town last
from a visit to Bangor and Portland.
week has returned to Kittery Point
A surprise was given Mrs. H. A.
Rev. and Mrs. Andrew Young are at
tending the Maine State Sunday Davidson at her home WednesdaySchool Convention in Auburn this evening by the Kodak Club of which
she is a member. A beautiful pin was
week.
Lowell Payson and Brainerd Paul given her by the Club, Miss LaVem
have returned from Portland where Vinal making the presentation speech
which was in the form of the read
they attended Portland University.
We want you, we need your co-op ing of a will. ’"‘Supper was served and
eration and attendance at our Rally those present were: Mrs. La Vern Vinal.
services, Baptist church next Sun Mrs. George Gray. Margaret Lowe,
day. Sunday morning service 10.30; Julia Calderwood. Eugenia Carver and
Sunday school 12 o'clock; Christian Mrs. W. F. Lyford.
Mrs. Grinnell spent W’ednesday in
Endeavor 6.30 and evening service
7.30. We are expecting a record at Rockland.
The new fir? place at Charles A.
tendance at our Bible Schoofl Look
out for 150 strong. Watch the papers Shields’ cottage the L?urie was tested
Sunday and proved O. K.
this week for further notices.

BERMAN’S—HOME OF GOOD VALUES

ERMAN’S

LOOK!

§

COOLER WEATHER
A SENSATIONAL BUY IN THE
OVERCOAT

Mm

MARKET

.1

WE MAKE THIS OFFER

MEN’S AND YOUNG MEN’S

OVERCOATS
$19.50
This lot includes Black Kerseys. A few stouts, staple grays, fancy mixtures,
belted models, single and double breasted Overcoats. We still have a good assort
ment. Retail prices of same are—

$25°°

$30-°°

$40-°°

$35-°°

These will not last long at this low price. Get yours early.

MEN’S CORDUROY WORK SUITS
$16.50 Values

$10.95
MAIL ORDERS
FILLED

BEEMAN’S

421 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MAIL ORDER8
FILLED

FOOT OF LIMEROCK

BERMAN’S—HOME OF GOOD VALUES

ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE
*

V

RETAIL and WHOLESALE FISH DEALERS
We are prepared to furnish Fresh COD, HADDOCK, POLLOCK,
HAKE, MACKEREL, SALMON, HALIBUT, OYSTERS, CLAMS and
LOBSTERS, also the
".

“CAPT. LEM BRAND”
OF SALT FISH IN

ALL SIZE PACKAGES

SMALL BOAT FISH
EXCLUSIVELY, CIVINC THE HIGHEST KNOWN QUALITY

SEA PRODUCTS COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MK

THORNDIKE & HIX WHARF
\

Wholesale and Retail Branches at Augusta, Skowhegan, and Fort Fairfield
%
TELEPHONE

TO

ALL

BRANCHES

J,

